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ANIMAL MAGNETISM. 

Tm~ empire of medicine has just passed through one of those unac
countable paroxysms of credulity to which, from time to time, it seems 
ever to have been subject. Circumstances so plainly suspicious, and 
doctrines so obviously wild, that they seem only to require to be pre
sented to any reasonable mind to be detected and rejected, are found, 
after certain or uncertain intervals, to excite the feelings and mislead the 
judgment of a very considerable proportion of the profession. Evidence, 
bold and presuming, pours in for a time on every side. The ignorant 
public, of the higher classes especially, catch the flame of enthusiasm; 
and grave medical authorities iucline to relax their unbelieving frown, 
and smile on follies which are under powerful patronage. Whilst the 
reputation to be derived from science must be built up in solitude, with 
care and wasting toil, and many misgivings of the event, the bold ne
cromancer comes, in these happy seasons, at once before the public; 
false lights blaze around; the music of flattery cheers him; the applause 
of the ignorant rewards him; the wealth of dupes enriches him. For a 
time reason is dethroned, and reflecting men repine under the govern
ment of misrule. In every house, in every society, at every dinner
party, they are shamed with a detail of wonders which they cannot deny 
and cannot equal; of facts which they have not witnessed, and of phe
nomena which they are almost reproached for not having produced. 
Their less scrupulous neighbours begin to be converted, begin to deal in 
ruagic themselves; and truth seems inclined to fly from the medical 
world. Nevertheless, there is comfort. The world is round, saith the 
proverb, and all things come to an end. Pass a few short months, and 
the delusion stands exposed: the actors are declared to be deceivers or 
deceived; the facts so lately boasted of are trampled upon with contempt, 
and the doctrines built upon them are laughed to scorn. The fashion
able crowd flock to a new prima donna or to a watering-place doctor; 
and the half-converted physicians and surgeons never mention the sub
ject more; for, although the folly will rise again, it will scarcely be in 
their time. 

Such has been the past history, such has been the recent course of 
the doctrine and practice of Animal Magnetism. Often followed before, 
it had many times fallen into disrepute. Fostered by the Germans into 
life, and petted by the French into a sickly existence, our climate seemed 
always too cold for it. Many disguises it assumed; but the severity of 
physic abashed it, or the simplicity of philosophy put it out of counte
nance. Weak women and weak doctors went astray under its guidance, 
but scarcely any man of reputation had become a convert to it, and the 
public of England looked on the whole matter with incredulous and 
steady face. But nemo omnibus horis; and folly will have its turn. 
Even medicine is not always vigilant, and sometimes JEsculapius nods. 
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4 HISTORY OF ANIM/\L MAGNETISII 

In the nineteenth century, when knowledge is advancing in every direc
tion, and when London abounds with scientific men, the fllime called 
Animal Magnetism steps upon the metropolitan stage once more, waves 
his presuming wand, and performs with almost unbounded applause 
before crowded audiences. Women and children go to sleep at com
mand, and wake only to slehrhts of hand. Their nervous system 
acquires intense sensibility. They become capable of impressions of 
sense in new modes. They obey volitions not reduced to words; they 
ac<p1ire knowledge which they never learnt; they understand what they 
were never taught. For them nothing is any longer obscure; to them 
nothing is nnknown. They know all present things, and they prophesy 
events to come. And all this, and more, ii:' produced by the influence 
of another person on the individual, which other person neither sleeps or 
wakes differently from common mortals; sees with his eyes, and feels 
with his hands like the vulgar; is not wiser tlian the philosophers; knows 
nothing of disease by mere intuition, but has studied medicine in the 
usual way; and who is no prophet, and cannot even foresee how all this 
necromancy, wrought by his unconscious hand, or effected by his sud
denly omnipotent will, is to end at last. 

There must surely be a sufficient number of persons of sane mind in 
the profession who have thought as we have thought, to exempt us from 
the suspicion of affecting wisdom after the fact, when we say that, from 
the first dawn of these diverting but degrading scenes to the last, we have 
never varied from a most ht>arty, entire, and unconcealed disbelief of 
very nearly all the phenomena exhibited by all the patients, and related 
by all the practitioners, without exception. That there was gross deception 
somewhere, we were always sure: the only doubt we had was as to the 
precise point where the deception began. We beheld, always with asto
nishment, sometimes with concern, and sometimes with contempt, the 
credulity, real or pretended, of the magnetisers. But, above all, we 
lamented to see the great delusion supported by one of the ablest phy
sicians of this country, filling the most important chair in the largest 
medical school of the kingdom. 

Of Ur. Elliotson's perfect ho.iour and good faith we never entertained 
a doubt, in all the marvellous scenes performed in the North London 
Hospital. We were surprised to see him so content with insufficient 
evidence, and exhibiting so very marked an example of a total want of 
cautious observation and philosophical reflection. We blushed to read 
of lords and gentlemen chuckling over the discovery that they could 
communicate that intelligence to others which they so plainly wanted 
themselves; and we did not feel surprise when, at a watering-place hotel 
dinner, soon afterwards, we found one of these supposed patrons of 
science (although not, we believe, a magnetiser,) declaring that the fame 
of a celebrated watering-place doctor in England made the physicians 
of London and Edinburgh sick at heart. The scenes exhibiting in 
London left us without courage to controvert this graceless libel on a 
profession once deemed liberal and learned. At length came the denoue
ment; and nervous women and children, and doctors and noblemen, 
disappeared like so many shadows; and country doctors ass11med an air 
of unshaken wisdom, and were laudablv anxious to bury the whole 
subject in oblivion. Impossible as it is io preserve an entirely serious 
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tone when speaking of these things, they arc really of a most melancholy 
nature. Considering the high sanction which even a temporary belief in 
the powers of animal magnetism has obtained in this country, we look 
upon its recent rise and progress, and its abrupt and shameful fall, as 
powerfully calculated to degrade a profession which is certaillly, for other 
reasons, not rising in public estimation. 

To devote an article to the consideration of animal magnetism, now 
that the English practitioners are one and all ashamed of its name, 
would be a work of supererogation, if the delusion, unabashed, were not 
yet parading itself over some parts of the continent; and if its return to 
these shores, and to our own hospitals and colleges, at any future period, 
were quite out of the question. But if we can quicken its decline where 
it now reigns in the hearts of nervous proselytes and dreaming physicians, 
or can assist in forming a barrier against a probable revisitation of it, 
we shall not think the otherwise more than due attention we have given 
to the wild productions which treat of it entirely thrown away. Inde
pendently, however, of all these consideration!$, the history of the phe
nomena resulting from the various forms and practices of what has been 
called animal magnetism, whether these phenomena be considered as 
physical or moral, or partly both, are among the most curious in the 
whole history of man. The cool effrontery and undoubted skill of some 
of the magnetisers, and the bonhomie of others; the subjugation of the 
bodies and souls of the magnetised; the puzzled attitude of learned 
societies; the vain authority of the police; and the gradual dissipation 
of the whole subject again and again from the public mind, magnetisers 
and magnetisees disappearing like the actors in a play, are of a nature 
highly to amuse, and not a little to instruct, all those who love to regard 
human beings (who advance high claims to the possession of reason), in 
various points of view. 

ANTHONY MESMER, who, in the" Annals of Vital Magnetism," edited 
by a Professor of the University of Berlin, is gravely stated to have been 
the greatest man that the world ever produced-was born, we know not 
where or when: according to some, he first saw the light at Vienna, ia 
1740; according to others, he was born at Merseburg in Swabia, in 1734; 
whilst others again assert, that Switzerland was the land of his birth, but 
leave us in the dark as to the time and exact place of the first appear
ance on the stage of life, of "this noble being, this faithful Christian, 
this Theologian, Philosopher, Jurist, Mathematician, Chemist, and 
Physician," (for in all these characters is he eulogized by one of his 
Prussian admirers, Dr. von Yoss.•) His first work, a dissertation on the 
influence of the planets on the human body, was published in l 76ti. It 
was not, however, till 1772, when he began to turn his theories to a 
practical account, that he produced any sensation in the public at large. 
His announcement of the discovery of a universal fluid," the immediate 
agent of all the phenomena of nature, in which life ori;dnates, and by 
which it is preserved," might have shared the fate of the thousand crude 
and fantastic theories which are continually floating and bursting on the 
surface of Time's restless stream, had he not boldly declared himself 
divinely empowered to regulate the operations of this fluid, to guide its 

• Wolfart'a Annals, vol. i. part i. p. 83. 
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currents in healthy channels, and obliterate, by its means, every track 
of disease. Goethe has laid it down as a precept to the man whose 
vocation it is to gull the public, that he should never be afraid of making 
too preposterous demands on its credulity ; should never trt)uble himself 
hy forming delicate and ingenious devices for ensnaring its belief; but 
should at once "commit downright daylight depredations" on its faith. 
Mesmer needed not this formal precept; he instinctively obeyed it. He 
commenced his voyage of wonders by launching this simple assertion, 
"There is one health, one disease, one remedy, and one physician-and 
that physician am I." Such a declaration was not immediately 
successful; some of its hearers expressed doubts as to the sanity of its 
propounder; others condescended to oppose themselves formally to its 
reception; others disregarded it; but Mesmer persevered, undoubting 
and undismayed, and shortly saw the time arrive when his modest pre
tension not only filled his coffers with fees, and induced the French 
government to sue him to accept a pension and a palace, but actually 
won for him the sum of 340,000 francs in hard cash, which were paid 
him by his devoted disciples, as the price of initiation into those secrets 
of nature, of which he boasted himself to be the sole discoverer and 
depositary. It was by the magnet that he first pretended to regulate 
the distribution of the universal fluid, which was to fill his particular 
pocket; and the magnets for his experiments were furnished him by 
Father Hell, a professor of astronomy at Vienna, who, when he 
announced the curative effects which they produced in bis hands, 
claimed the merit of the discovery, and, setting aside his theory, explained 
their therapeutical properties by their form and construction. A very 
pretty quarrel now ensued between these philosophers, Hell accusing 
Mesmer of stealing his magnetical discoveries, and Mesmer reproaching 
Hell with attributing to his magnet, and indeed with appropriating, the 
virtues of the new Mesmerian universal fluid: the advantage, such as it 
was, of the squabble, remained with the holy Father, who it seems was 
bettP-r known and more respected than his antagonist. Mesmer's ready 
talent, however, soon avenged him on the astronomer, and gained him 
more ground than he had previously lost: he shortly promulgated the 
discovery, that the new universal fluid, which, though it pervaded all 
space and had existed from all time, he regarded, it appears, quite as 
his own property-as a kind of estate entailed on him and his family
was not exclusively affected by the contemptible magnets of a priestly 
star-gazer, but under his hands could be concentrated in and liberated 
from any substance he pleased, as paper, bread, wool, silk, leather, &c.: 
he even asserted that he could charge jars with it, and of course discharge 
them at pleasure. Health he now defined to be a regular and harmo
nious distribution of this fluid throughout the body: in its deficiencies 
and anomalous currents he found the cause of every disease; and his 
treatment consisted in setting up what he called an artificial tide, or ebb 
and flow, throughout the system, until the fluid reached a healthy level, 
or resumed a smooth, unruffled course, forming neither broads nor rapids, 
~nd resembling rather the stream of a canal than that of a romantic 
river. 

By means of a theory crude and absurd as the above did Mesmer not 
only enrich himself, as we have already said, but actually instituted a 
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school, not composed solely of lay enthusiasts and mere fanatics, but of 
learned professors and of medical practitioners : who, far from disdaining 
his protection or seeking to disavow or modify any of his doctrines, 
declared themselves unreservedly his disciples, spoke of him with affec
tionate veneration and even awe, holding him up indeed in their organ
the Annals of Vital Magnetism-as the divinest of philosophers, and 
greatest of physicians. 

We find Mesmer in 177 5 and 1776, travelling in Bavaria and 
Switzerland, visiting the hospitals, and creating a great sensation by his 
mysterious manipulations, and by the novel effects which they frequently 
produced on hysterical and half-witted females. On his return to the 
Austrian capital, he succeeded in rousing the attention of the public to 
his proceedings, by affirming, that he had cured of complete blindness 
a celebrated singer, Mlle. Paradis, who had been for ten years unsuc
cessfully treated by Herr von Stork, physician to the court. It would 
almost appear, that there was some collusion on this occasion between 
Mesmer and his patient: at any rate, there was considerahle difficulty 
in ascertaining whether she had been relieved by him or not; some scan
dalous scenes took place, and at length she was got out of his hands and 
found to be as blind as ever, although he bad the assurance to thank 
heaven that he had been able to restore her sight, and that the distur
bances which his adversaries had excited, had not deprived her of the 
beneficial results of his treatment. This whole exploit redounded so 
little to his credit, that he found it necessary precipitately to quit 
Vienna; according to some, he was ordered by the Empress to leave the 
capital at twenty-four hours' notice. 

Shortly afterwards we find Mesmer at Paris, where his fame had already 
preceded him. The state of French society was at that time particularly 
favorable to the reception of his marvellous doctrines and mysterious 
practice; a feverish excitement prevailed, which, instead of encouraging 
enquiry into the social evils in which it originated, induced men to sup
press all anxious presentiment, and to defer serious thought, so long as 
they could find frh•olous disputants or marvel-mongers, who could divert 
their attention from the dangers with which they were threatened. 
Matters of the least possible moment were now sufficient violently to 
agitate the public. The heads of different schools of music found par
tisans, who attacked each other with all the zeal and bitterness of poli
tical controversy. A vague commotion pervading all classes of society 
was the forerunner of the terrible storm which was shortly to convulse 
and to confound them. Amongst the most ardent supporters of Mesmer 
at Paris were two men who were afterwards to play conspicuous parts in 
the revolutionary drama, La Fayette and D'Epremenil. Mesmer was 
neither slow in perceiving the signs of the times, which were capable of 
being turned to his advantage, nor backward in making the best use of 
them. He at once declared himself " un homme de gfnie et un bien

faiteur de la race humaine," and fixed the price of his medical attendance 
at ten louis d'ors per month. His subsequent proceedings corresponded 
admirably to these preliminary measures. Feeling that the enthusiasm 
which he excited in the public would soon die away if it did not encounter 
ardent adversaries, he provoked the learned societies of the French 
capital to enter the lists against him, and raised a storm of opposition 
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which had the effect of attaching his disciples devotedly and indissolubly 
to his cause, and of enabling him to appear in the character of a martyr 
sacrificed at the altar of falsehood. The infatuation, under such cir
cumstances, of the vulgar, the idle, and the imbecile, may be easily 
accounted for; but we cannot suppress our astonishment when we find 
men of learning, reputation, and real rank in society ranged on the side 
of an impudent impostor. Deslon, physician to the Count d' Artois, was 
one oft.he first who joined him: among other subsequent disciples came 
Court de Gibelin, author of" Le Monde primitif," who addressed a long 
appeal to the public in his favour, in which he speaks of him in the most 
extravagant terms. He details his own cure by magnetism, and that of 
a Mademoiselle de Berlancourt, who is represented as saying, 

lnfans, creca, trahens gressum, te, l\Iesmere, posco 
Verba, pedes, oculos: Ambulo, cemo, loquol' I 

The recovery of this young lady is authenticated by her uncle, M. Michel, 
by the bishop of Beauvais, by a physician, three surgeons, and, to gi\·e 
weight and force to the testimony, by nearly a whole regiment of soldiers, 
who were quartered in the town in which she lived. "To whom," says 
Gibelin, "do I, the author of' Le Monde primitif,' owe my existence? 
To Mesmer, the saviour of men!" This individual was no vulgar dupe; 
he was a royal censor, honorary president of the Parisian museum, and 
member of several academies. Shortly after the publication of his ap
peal, he died whilst under a course of magnetic treatn,ent, and instantly 
the following paragraph went the round of the anti-Mesmeric journals: 
"M. Count de Gibelin vient <le mourir, gueri par le magnetisme animal." 
An examination, however, proved that he had long been labouring under 
organic disease. 

The mystery in which Mesmer enveloped his practice was well calcu
lated to sustain the interest which his first appearance had excited. For 
the treatment of patients he fitted up a spacious apartment, in which a 
perpetual twilight was ingeniously maintained; the air was impregnated 
with the most exquisite perfumes, and every now and then strains of 
music (in which science he was a proficient) stole on the ear of the lan
guishing and susceptible invalid. In the middle of the room was placed 
a circular vessel (le baquet), cont.aining bottles of water which had pre
viously been magnetised: the lid was perforated for a number of curved 
and moveable iron rods, which branched off in every direction, and the 
extremities of which were grasped by the patients, who thus stood in a 
circle, sometimes holding each other hy the hand, and forming what was 
called "the chain." It would seem that Mesmer was not present <luring 
the first stage of the magnetic operation; he reserved his interference 
till it had brought about a crisis, when, arrayed like a magus, he stalked 
in, waving a mysterious wand, by the motions of which he decided the 
catastrophe of each individual case. On first standing round the baquet, 
the most various symptoms were developed: some of the patients ap
peared apathetic or indifferent; others were slightly convulsed; as the 
excitement increased, particular individuals were observed to rush towards 
each other, with smiles and expressions of affection, seeking mutually to 
mitigate the violence of their crises: as soon as the disorder and confu
•sion were at their height, the majestic figure of the great magnetist was 
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observed gliding towards the scene, his wand upraised to stay the storm 
ere it reached an uncontrollable pitch. It is said in the Biographic 
Universelle, that he had confederates amongst his patients, who set the 
example of blind obedience and resignation to his wand and will imme
diately on his appearance, and whose tacit cooperation cost him more 
than I 00,000 francs. Certain it is that no sooner did he approach the 
baquet, than the tumult began to subside; the patients turned their 
loving regards from each other to their common magnetiser, who now 
put his finishing hand on the magnetic process, giving it such a terminu
tion as seemed to him best. Where the case was particularly interesting, 
or was capable of being made particularly profitable, the magnetiser 
performed the whole operation himself; the position on such occasions 
being "forehead to forehead, and foot to foot." When the patients 
laboured under very violent or unmanageable crises, they were carried into 
a chamber fitted up with mattresses and cushions for their reception, 
where, it appears, they were left to fight or kick it out as they best could. 
Young and attractive females the magnetiser generally preferred subject
ing to the immediate or personal process; and the effects which it pro
duced upon them are detailed in the following passage of the Secret 
Report of the Commissioners appointed, in J 784, to enquire into animal 
magnetism. 

"The greater number of women who are magnetised are not really ill; they come 
for amusement, or for want of something better to do; others, who may be slightly 
indisposed, are not less fresh and vigorous: their senses are not impaired, their youth 
has all its sensibility. Continued proximity, contact, the communication of bodily 
warmth, and the mingling of glances, are the well-known ways and means by which 
nature always prepares to effect a community of sensations and atfec:tions. The man 
who magnetises has generally the knees of his female patient enclosed between his 
own: all the inferior parts of the hody are consequently in contact. The hand is ap
plied to the hypochondric regions, and sometimes over the ovaries. Touch is exer
cised over a large extent of surface, and in the neighbourhood of the most sensitive 
parts of the body. Frequently the man, having his left hand thus applied in front of 
the woman, passes his right hand behind her; each then moves towards the other, in 
order to favour a double pressure; they approach as closely as possible; face touches 
face; their breath mingles; all physical impressions are instantaneously communi
cated, and the reciprocal attraction of the sexes acts, of course, with all its force. It 
is not extraordinary that the senses are now kindled; the imagination throws the 
whole system into disorder, suspends the judgment, and precludes reflection : the 
women can often give no account of what they experience, and are ignorant of the 
state in which they are. . \\'hen this state of crisis approaches, the visage 
fires by degrees, and the eyes light up with desire. The woman bends her head, 
and seeks to hide her forehead and eyes with her hand; a natural shame prompts her 
instinctively to conceal herself. Nevertheless, the crisis is continued, and the eye is 
troubled; an equivocal sign of the total disorder of the senses. . . The eyelids 
now become moist; the breathing hurried and irregular; the bosom heaves violently 
and rapidly, and convulsions and sudden twitchings take place in particular limbs, 
arid sometimes all over the body. In lively and sensitive women, the last stage, the 
most agreeable termination of their emotions, is often a convulsion. To this state suc
ceed languor, der,ression, aud a sort of slumber of the senses; a necessary repose after 
violent agitation. ' 

The commissioners do not appear to have regarded even these scenes 
as sufficient to determine their opinion, With Franklin, Bory, and 
Lavoisier at their head, they send to consult with the lieutenant-general 
of police. This personage arrives, and assuming, as we may suppose, 
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all his official severity, formally addresses Dr. Deslon as follows: "In 
my capacity of lieutenant-general of police, I demand of you whe
ther, when a woman has been magnetized, and is in a crisis, it would 
not be very easy to seduce her?" To this simple question Dr. Deslon 
returned the very simple answer, "that it certainly would." Upon 
which the commissioners take their leave of him, and concoct their 
"Secret Report," in which they give it as their decided opinion that 
the practice of animal magnetism is immoral, and ought to be prohi
bted. 

The personal career of Mesmer comprises, for some time, the history 
of magnetism. It appears that, during the first years which he spent at 
Paris, he received immense sums from his patients: he afterwards con
fessed that, in l? 84, his income was not less than 400,000 francs. His 
reputation at length was such, that the government actually offered him 
20,000 francs per annum, and I 0,000 francs to build an establishment 
for pupils and patients, on condition that he should remain in France, 
and allow three persons appointed by the government to watch, and re
port on, his proceedings: nor were the advantages thus offered him to be 
anuulled, should even the report of these commissioners prove altogether 
unfavorable to him. These terms were far from satisfying Mesmer, and 
he promptly rejected them; hoping, probably, by holding out, to obtain 
others much more advantageous. ••The propositions made me," he said, 
" seem to me to err in having my pecuniary interest, and not the im
portance of my discovery, for their principal object. If my discovery is 
not credited, it is evidently wrong to offer me for it a pension of 20,000 
francs annually: if it is credited, the fate of humanity ought not to be 
sacrificed to the se{f-love of a few •savants.'" He means here his ene
mies of the scientific societies, with whom he was continually embroiled, 
and whose opposition drove him at one time to such an extremity that 
he declared that" he thought for three months without the aid of words." 
In his" Precis historique de la Decouverte du Magnetisme Animal," he 
opens his mind still more freely to the government, stating "that he had 
always expected a recompense worthy of the French nation and of the 
monarch who go\·erned it; that it was delicacy alone which indisposed 
him to receive a sum to defray the expenses of an establishment, and 
that he wished to hold, as a direct gift from the munificence of the state, 
a territorial possession." " l well know," he adds," that the sum which 
I demand is considerable; but I also know that my discovery is beyond 
all price. In the eyes of your majesty," he continues, addressing the 
king, "four or fine h.undred thousand francs, more or less, well em
ployed, are nothing: the happiness of your people is all. My discovery 
ought to be received, and l recompensed, with a munificence worthy of 
the monarch to whom I shall attach myself." This was written in 1784, 
yet, so late as 1818, we find W olfart, professor of medicine iu the uni
versity of Berlin, exclaiming, with indignation," And Mesmer is accused 
of having been avaricious!"* The French government, weak as it was 
at that time, appears to have known the value of '' four or jive hundred 
thousand francs, more or less,'· (as well it might, considering the state of 
its exchequer,) and accordingly Mesmer's tempting bait was not ho-

• Annals of Vital Magnetism, vol. i. part i. p. 12. 
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noured by even a single nibble. In a pet, the philosopher determined to 
withdraw from ungrateful France, and leave her unmesmerised sons 
once more a prey to every disease: he accordingly retired to Spa, where 
he was shortly followed by numbers of his disciples. In his absence, 
Deslon, his early convert, announced to the Faculty of Medicine at 
Paris that he was acquainted with Mesmer's discovery; and, in effect, he 
fairly stepped into the latter's shoes, and carried on his course of treat
ment. As soon as this news reached Spa, the persecuted fugitive was 
seized with an indignation which knew no bounds: he at first appeared 
crushed by the weight of this new misfortune; then he exclaimed repeat
edly that he was betrayed and ruined; that he had been perfidiously 
robbed of the fruit of his long watchings, of his precious discovery, his 
sacred property.• It was now that his disciples, to console him in his 
tribulation, and recompense in some measure his merits, as well as at the 
same time to secure for themselves what they imagined was an inestima
ble prize, determined to raise, by contributions of not less than 100 louis 
d'ors each, the sum of 240,000 francs, to purchase from Mesmer the 
knowledge of his theory and practice. A subscription was instantly 
entered into, and 90,000 francs more than was originally proposed were 
poured into the pocket of the philosopher. As soon as he had instructed 
his subscribers in such of his practices as he found it convenient to make 
them acquainted with, he forbade them to make public, or indeed to 
communicate to any person, anything he had taught them; and, when 
they refused to obey this preposterous injunction, he accused them of 
wronging and swindling him, and affirmed that they had all entered 
into a sol-emn engagement not to reveal his mystery; an affirmation 
which was utterly false.t After a great deal of wrangling and invective, 
he proposed that subscriptions, to which no person was to contribute less 
than fifty louis, should he entered into in the principal citiei; of France: 
half of the produce of these subscriptions to accrue to him, and the other 
lialf to go towards diffusing a knowledge of his discovery. His disciples, 
however, refused to listen to such terms; and Mesmer, totally disgusted 
with the treatment he had received at the hands of an ungrateful world, 
took a final leave of his adopted country, complaining, wherever he 
went, that his discovery had been wrested from him, contrary to all jus
tice, and in violation of all the laws of honour. On the other hand, the 
purchasers of his secret were equally dissatisfied with his conduct: oue 
of them, M. de Bergasse, publicly attacked him; and another, Berthollet, 
the celebrated physician to the Duke of Orleans, at first a regular disci
ple of Mesmer, was so thoroughly undeceived by the initiatory process 
(price 100 louis d'ors), that he published a declaration, utterly comlem
natory of the whole Mesmerian system, and terminating thus: " I de
clare, in short, that I regard the doctrine of animal magnetism, and the 
practice to which it serves as a foundation, as perfectly chimerical." 

Notwithstanding the checks which his own sordid conduct and the 
defection of some of his more noted followers gave to the system of 
Mesmer, such was the infatuation of the public and the morbid excite
ment of the times, that it still continued to flourish. Modified by 

• Bertrand, p. 48. 
t For the particulars of this di!pule, see Bertrand, p. 52. 
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Puysegur, it found refuge in somnambulism from the blows aimed at it 
by the commissioners of the Faculty and of the Academy, which were 
tolerably etfoctive in demolishing its early pretensions. France, as 
might be expected, was the hotbed where it principally flourished; but 
stray seeds were blown over to Germany, where, in 1787, we find 
Gmelin magnetising, or, as he calls it, "manipulating" a host of women 
at Heilbronn and in its neighbourhood. Nor did the Straits of Dover 
present any effectual barrier to its propagation into England, where, in 
J 788, Maineduc, a pupil of Deslon, is represented by Hannah More as 
making I 00,000l. by its practice;• a success which fully explains the 
recent invasion of this country by the Baron Dupotet de Sennevoy. 
About the period in question, an immense sensation was created by 
animal magnetism, in the provinces as well as in London; but it was 
merely ephemeral, and scarcely any records have been preserved of it. 
A person called Holloway is said to have realized a considerable fortune 
by giving lectures on the subject, to which the admission-fee was five 
guineas. But the most extrordinary performers with the animal magnet 
were a Mr. and Mrs. de Lauterbourg, residing at Hammersmith terrace, 
of whose wonderouscures a Mrs. Pratt, 41, Portland place, Marylebone, 
advised the Archbishop of Canterbury, in a letter dated June 21 st, 17 89. 
After this letter comes a list of cures, and before it is a paragraph, in
forming the reader that the publication has been issued quite contrary to 
the will of the divine M. de Lauterhourg; but that the philanthropic au
thoress prefers risking his displeasure to hiding any longer his miraculous 
powers from the public. De Lauterbourg's house at Hammersmith was 
beget by crowds seeking admission, either out of curiosity or for medical 
relief; and entrance tickets, which he gave away, were sold for from one 
to three guineas each. Mrs. Pratt begins her address to the archbishop 
by announcing that both Mr. and Mrs. L. had been rendered by God 
"proper recipients to receive divine manu<luctions." She proposes a 
public thanksgiving for the blessings they dispense, and a form of prayer 
for their continuance. "Let us join," she says, "in prayer and praise 
to have this most glorious blessing continued, lest our candlestick be re
moved from us, which I most ardently pray the Lord Jehovah to avert." 
Mr. and Mrs. de Lauterbonrg cured two thousand people in six months; 
they were not at all particular in selecting cases, restoring indiscrimi
nately the" deaf, dumb, lame, halt, and blind," young men dying of 
scrofula, and women possessed with devils. Their method of treatment 
was very mild, as we learn from the following case, published by Mrs. 
Pratt: "Mrs. Hook, stable-yard, St. James's, has two daughters, born 
deaf and dumb. She waited on Mrs. de L., who looked at them with an 
eye of benignity, and healed them. (l heard them both speak.") 

About 1790, various tracts on magnetism were published in London, 
the authors of which, after roundly abusing each other, asserted, each of 
them, that he alone was the true prophet, and that all the rest were un
magnetised heretics: they laid down their premises thus; " It is now 
generally admitted that there is a plenum or universal fluid," &c. &c. 
Shortly afterwards, tracts and tractors, magnetisers and magnetised, dis
appear altogether from the scene, and England resumes its wonted 

• Dupotet, p.319. 
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quiet.-Such was the farce of animal magnetism as first acted in this 
country: after having caused great excitement, it sank rapidly into for
getfulness, there to rem;;in till revived in our days by a company of 
actors far more philosophic, profound, and learned, doubtless, than their 
rude predecessors; equal to them, certaiuly, in every histrionic qualifi
cation, but unhappily even less successful with the public. 

Shortly after lVl esmer had retired from France in disgust, the French 
revolution broke out, and the universal fluid was lost sight of in the 
universal commotion which ensued: what its venerable proprietor did 
with himself and it during the troublous times which quickly followed his 
second exile, we have not been able to discover. Shortly after the com-· 
mencement of the present century, however, we find him and his tub in 
Switzerlaud, busily engaged, though, of course, on a very limited scale. 
He died in comparativeobscurity, on the 5th of March, 1815. Dr. Hirzel, 
ofGottlieben, thus announces his decease to Wolfart: "Yesterday morning, 
at eleven o'clock, it was my destiny to close the eyes of the greatest man 
that the world ever produced."* Hi~ funeral sermon, a" remarkable 
and touching" composition, was preached by a young priest whom he 
had converted to magnetism, and who was indebted to him for many im
portant revelations concerning '' religion and nature." The Berlin pro
t'essor of medicine celebrated his apotheosis in lofty rhyme. 

If we were not treating exclusively of animal magnetism, we should be 
justified in maintaining that here human folly and credulity must have 
attained their acme; but it is the peculiarity of this interesting subject 
that, on examining it, we find 110 li_mit to absurdity; no climax beyond 
which some one does not leap into still more mystic regions, beyond 
whom, again, we descry some still bolder head of somnambuliser or som
nambulist in the distance. 

W olfart's Annals contain dull letters from Mesmer, written in bad 
German. In No. 283 and No. 284 of the "Morgenblatt" are extracts 
from a lecture on tl1e character of Mesmer, delivered at Zurich, by 
Dr. Egg. von Ellikon, who made his acquaintance in 1804, and who was 
afterwards frequently in communication with him: this critic is evidently 
impartial, and we shall fill the very limited space which we can afford 
further to devote to the great father of animal magnetism, with his obser
vations. He describes him as an old man of a venerable appearance, 
talkative ( especially when the subject of conversation was his own merits 
and discoveries), and assuming towards his patients, and indeed when
ever the practice of magnetism was mentioned, an air of mystery which 
was altogether repulsive. He was accustomed to speak with the greatest 
contempt of those who differed from or opposed him, and was never tired 
of sounding his own praise, and of dwelling on the benefit which his 
magnetic discoveries had conferred on mankind. In his sitting room 
hung a painting in which he was represented as the good genius of the 
world, celebrating the triumph of animal magnetism over medical science. 
He was in the habit of presenting those who made his acquaintance with 
a print of himself, under which were some French verses, extolling him 
in the most fulsome terms. When his discoveries were the subject of dis
cussion, he invariably finished it by a violent tirade against the ingrati-

• Wolfart's Annal,, vol. i. part i. p. lS. 
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tude of tl1e world, and the persecution he had suffered from the medical 
profession: medical men he called poisoners, and all their drugs, poi
sons; against all modern magneti,iers, too, he was highly incensed, 
accusing them either of not having been able to understand him, through 
t1tupi<lity, or of having betrayed him. Bitter were his complaints that 
the somnambulisers were ruining the science, and doing more harm to 
the good cause than the most deadly blows of its most vehement adver
saries. He said once to Dr. E., "It is true I am old, and may yet live 
many years; but I know, for certain, that I should live ten years longer 
than I now shall do, if a surgeon had not once bled me when I was 
young." Midwives and man-midwives he classed together under the 
name of privileged murderers of mankind. The tying of the umbilical 
cord he held to be the cause of the small-pox and of all hepatic diseases, 
under which he classed almost every chronic malady. Beyond his own 
theory and pretended discovery, he knew and cared about nothing; his 
reading was confined to two or three newspapers; of the progress of 
science he was altogether ignorant; and even his political opinions, 
strange to say, were modified by his peculiar views, and he actually ad
vocated a political revolution and reorganization on magnetical princi
ples. He pretended that he could only think in French, and that he 
translated from the French whatever he wrote in German. When Dr. E. 
first became acquainted with Mesmer, he was doubtful what to think of 
the effects of animal magnetism upon the human system. Mesmer, of 
course, laboured hard to win over the waverer; but the latter is obliged 
to confess that, the more he now saw, the less he believed: it seems he 
would have been a convert had not Mesmer prevented him. As the two 
were one day walking together, Dr. E. asked the philosopher why he 
always ordered his patients to bathe in river water, and not in spring 
water? The latter answered, " Because river water is exposed to the 
sun's rays." "I know," observed the other, "that river water is some
times warmed by the sun, but not so much so that you are not frequently 
obliged to warm it still more, and therefore I do not see why warm 
spring water should not often be preferable. "Dear doctor, the cause 
why all water which is exposed to the rays of the sun is superior to all 
other water is because it is magnetised. Twenty years ago I magnetised 
the sun, and since that time,'' &c.---

H aving disposed, we hope conclusively, of Mesmer, we now come to 
t1peak more particularly of the nature and progress of the system which 
he engendered. To treat first, then, of the theory of Mesmerism. The 
founder of the system pretended, as we have seen, that the entire uni
verse was plunged, as it were, into a vast ocean of fluid, which penetrates 
it throughout, and produces in it all the phenomena which we observed 
around us. This fluid, he continues, is the medium of an influence 
whi -h the heavenly bodies, the earth, and animated nature continually 
exercise upon each other. The human body has properties analogous to 
those of the magnet; it has poles" egalement divers et opposees;" and it 
can operate upon the universal fluid. " By means of magnetism, the 
physician is acquainted with the state of health of every individual, and 
perceives with certainty the origin, nature, and progress of the most 
complicated maladies: it prevents their increase and effects their cure, 
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without exposing the patient, of whatever age, temperament, or sex, to 
any danger. Nature offers in magnetism a universal method for curing 
and preserving mankind."• This creed was fully adopted and professed 
by Wolfart, Ziermann, and indeed the whole school of Berlin, which, as 
we have given the reader numerous opportunities of seeing, speaks of 
Mesmer as of a being whose dogmata are sacred, and whose very hints 
and incidental observations (however apparently trifling or contradictory) 
deserve to be treasured up as golden rules. It was according to this 
system that Wolfart, Royal-Prussian professor of medicine in the univer
sity of Berlin, and knight of the iron cross (second class), treated in the 
Mesmerian hospital, and in his private practice, in the year 1820, 1428 
patients afflicted with all kinds of maladies, mental and corporeal, exter
nal and internal, febrile and inflammatory;t of whom, according to his 
own report, 632 recovered, 599 improved, 140 remained uncertain as 
to whether they were cured or no, 24 got worse, and 13 died. Of the 
other twenty no account is given. Wolfart, though a blind follower of 
Mesmer, does not content himself with the letter of the law as laid down 
by the latter, but seizes its spirit, and works it into aphorisms and axioms 
of his own, from which we may learn more closely the view he takes of 
the Mesmerian philosophy and practice, and of which the following are 
specimens. 

"Mesmerian or vital magnetism, is neither a medium nor a matter, 
nor a power of itself, but is the nominal definition of the relative chan1;es 
taking place in the physical and psychical or moral world."t Now this 
means, if it means anything, that no act, motion, or change whatever 
takes place except by means of Mesmerism. It asserts, as plainly as an 
abstract position can, that Lisbon was swallowed up by Mesmerism: that 
a comet clashing against a planet is Mesmerism; that the battle of 
Waterloo was Mesmerism; that Shakspeare mesmerised when producing 
his immortal poems; in short, that the first great Mesmer was the Creator 
of the universe. But it has not been left to the adversaries of magnetism 
to draw these deductions from the position above laid down. 

In a work entitled "Considerations on Animal Magnetism, especially 
in regard to numerous Phenomena of the Past and Present connected 
with it; by J. A. L. Richter, con-rector of.the principal ducal school at 
Dessau," published at Leipsic in 1817, we find the author thus stating 
the grand object of his study: "It consists in nothing less than in the 
solution of many enigmas of human existence, and particularly of the 
enigmas of Christianity, on the obscure and mystic parts of which a light 
is now thrown (by magnetism, of course,) which permits us to gaze 
clearly on the secrets of the mystery." He then proceeds to state that 
all the miracles of the New Testament were performed by means of ani
mal magnetism; which is also accountable for all the wonders and witch
craft of the middle ages, and which he finally declares to be no other 
than Omnipotence itself. " Magnetic instinct" is the principle by wh:~h 
he explains the creation and conservation of the world, and amongst 
those who have conspicuously manifested it he enumerates, almost in the 
same breath, Adam, Millier, Madame von Krlidener, St. Paul, Luther, 

• Mesmer sur la D~couverte du Magnetisme Animal, pp. 6 and 7 4. 
t Annals, vol. v. part i. p. 38. t Annals, vol. i. part ii. p. 49. 
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a number of old women, Jesus Christ, and, finally, the Almighty. This 
author, we must not forget to remark, is repudiated by the pure J.\.lesme
rians, and belongs to the new and improved school of magnetism, that of 
the somnambulisers: we already begin to see that Mesmer is respectable 
and innocent compared to some of the disciples of this latter sect. 

We must content ourselves with giving one more only of these apho
risms of Wolfart; a rich specimen, which we shall leave without note or 
comment. 

" When the vital dance of the viscera flags, we must lend it a helping band. We 
must strike up, and play vigorously, joyou,ly, and in elevating harmony: then the 
organs which were fatigued, or disordered, or out of tune, will begin to <lance regu
larly in intertwining mazes, until at length they will sing to themselves the appropriate 
rhythm, without requiring the aid of our medical music. But, were we to fiddle 
urum,lodiously, or too violently, the viscera would remain deaf and unmoved in their 
place,, or would fly the scene, and there would be no dancing. The best medicine 
of tllf,ordinary kin<l can only strike up a tune, and that truly is much; but magnetic 
medicine can not only stnke up a tune, it can lead aud join the dance; and that 
is much more."• 

According to Mesmer and his more faithful followers, magnetism only 
produces evident symptoms on those whose health is deranged, and often 
not even upon them; though this is quite contrary to the doctrine of 
more modern practitioners, who profess to be able to mesmerise where 
Mesmer himself would be powerless, and who magnetise indiscriminately 
both those in and those out of health.t Dr. Ziermann, an excellent 
writer, as far as style and method are concerned, in Wolfart's Annals, 
states that a gradually diminishing influence of magnetism upon the 
patient is the best indication of his improvement; that the patient, in 
fact, is not cured so long as he is magnetisable. He expressly says that, 
as a general rule, the healthy subject is not capable of being magnetised; 
an<l he adds, what is doubtless very true, that the attempt to mesmerise 
a girl who is in health may often have the effect of precipitating her into 
a disease.! The hopes which some of Mesmer's followers entertain of 
the magnificent results of his system are the best indication of the exalted 
opinion they hold of its essential nature and practical bearings. Says 
Dr. Riecke,~ of Stuttgard, " I am much too feeble to have even a pre
sentiment of the tremendous results which must necessarily flow from 
Mesmerism, much less am I capable of describing them." He states 
that he formerly wandered in a medical morass, led by an ignis fatuus; 
that he sought for a guiding star, and "at length with shouts of joy hailed 
it beaming bri~ht on the horizon, in the shape of Mesmerism, which is to 
remedy all our defects." The first thing which the new star promises is 
to blight all apothecaries, and close all apothecaries' shops. Dr. Riecke 
never enters one of the latter without a secret shudder, and without fan
cying that he is in a witch·s cave. The only difference, he says, between 
the ancient and modem apothecaries is, that the former sold poison to 

• See Wolfart's Annals, vol. ii. part ii. p. 29. 
t Dupotet says, "It is a great mistake to suppose that magnetism only acts on weak 

and norvoue persons. I have often magnetised men of the most robust habit, and pro
duced on them more remarkable effects than on persona of less robust constitutions. No 
one should ever be considered an unfit &ubject." (p. 154,) 

t Annala, vol. v. part ii. p.5, 9 Annals, vol. ii. part ii. p. 2. 
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those who asked for it, and that the latter cram it down the throats of 
those who ask for any thing but it. Mesmer himself was not more vio
lent in his language towards the medical profession than this, his pro
fessional disciple, who exclaims with Seneca: "Innumerabiles esse, 
morbos miraris? Pharmacopolas numera !" "How trulv grand and 
sublime," he continues, "is the aspect of Mesmerism, comp.ared with the 
obscenity of medicine!" He next proceeds to lay the foundation of a 
magnetic pharmacology; and the medicament which he exclusively 
preaches up is, of course, the "physico-dynamic influence of one orga
nism over another." Man can exercise, he says, this influence over other 
animals, and other animals over man. If you stare courageously at a 
wild horse, you tame him. The Tartar, who is always on horseback, 
becomes in time something of a horse himself. The shepherd's occupa
tion renders his character sheepish; the swineherd assimilates himself to 
the swine he tends; the gosherd is as stupid as her geese; and the 
Greenlander, who lives on nothing but the flesh of the sea-dog, becomes 
in time a sort of sea-dog himself, "both in body and soul." To prove 
the curative influence of one organism over another, he asserts that a cat 
is an excellent remedy in typhus; that a rabbit ( and no other animal but 
a rabbit) resolves indurations in the testicles, if it be laid upon them some 
hours a day; that turtle-doves (and turtle-doves only) are capable of 
flying away with the erysipelas, if left in contact with an erysipelatous 
patient. A vegetable organism, he continues, is also capable of exercis
ing "a physico-dynamic" influence over an animal one; and such influ
ence will be found far more powerful and efficacious than the operation 
of its cold remains and ashes, of whose medical virtues the foolish apo
thecary boasts. The following is the system of treatment which Dr. 
Riecke proposes for a phthisical patient: First regulate his diet, and 
the temperature and composition of the atmosphere he is to breathe; let 
him be generally magnetised twice a day, and let him sit for five minutes 
every two hours, in a baqnet composed of two stems of digitalis, one 
J1enbane and three valerian plants, with perhaps the addition of a couple 
of rabbits; finally, let him wear, if circumstances require it, a magnetised 
woollen jacket, and a belt of zinc. The magnetic virtues of light, 
we are informed, are undeniable; and concentrated green light is 
proposed as an excellent application for ulcers. We cannot pursue the 
author in his discussion on the propriety of curing diseases by thunder 
and lightning, electricity, galvanism, mineral magnetism, sound,"' odours, 
vapours, &c.; nor shall we at present attempt to enforce on the gover
nors of our hospitals obedience to his injunction, that operative surgery 
be instantly taken out of the hands of the "imps of torture" (Marter
kneclite) who at present exercise it, and assigned to Mesmeric surgeons. 
The author winds up with a dream in which he realizes his system, (he 
theorizes only when wide awake,) and concludes by telling the reader, 
who should ask him when all this will be realized, that he does not know. 
But, he continues," Everything has its time. When Peter preached at 
Jerusalem, 10,000 Jews were converted in a single day, but now there 

• The hydrogenic harmonica, the jew's harp, the report of cannons, ann the tout en
semble of an operatic orchestra are enumerated as specimens of sounding remedies, and 
the two former particularly recommended. 
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are I 0,000 preachers, and not one Jew is converted. When Luther held 
forth, whole countries came over to him at once, but now a whole reli
gious sect has the greatest difficulty to persnade a single individual to 
join it. I say to thee, Everything has its time, and Mesmerism will have 
it also, and that great time is approaching." Such rhapsodies as these 
only become worthy of our attention, as forming the first article of ape
riodical which is the organ of a nnmerous school, and which is edited by 
a professor of medicine, who has treated thousands of patients according 
to the principles which it embodies, whose magnetic experiments have been 
honoured by the presence of such men as Schleiermacher and Steffens, of 
whom we have never seen any condemnation by his colleagues or by the 
Prussian government, and who~e magnetic cures we find duly registered 
in Hnfeland's "Library of Medicine,'' amongst the other authenticated 
and important discoveries of the current year. 

Mesmerism was not everywhere in Germany so faithfully and fantasti
cally followed out and expounded as by the above professors. If some 
of its disciples saw in it a subject for the wildest, most impracticable, and 
incoherent speculations, others were not wanting who interpreted its 
phenomena in the grossest and most disgusting manner; and the mate
rialism of these is as revolting as the flights we have been examining are 
ridiculous. The school to which we now allude is that of Gmelin, Kluge, 
and others, who appear to reject all the transcendental portion of 
Mesmer's philosophy, and seek for an explanation of all magnetic phe
nomena in the atmosphere of the nerves; for the demonstrable existence 
of which they appeal to the experiments and discoveries of Reil. This is 
not Mesmerism modified, but Mesmerism abolished; or, if such a chang-e 
be regarded as part and parcel of the development of the science, then -is 
its progress so Protean that, at each succeeding step, not a vestige is left 
of its former self. The fact is, we lose here all traces of the universal 
fluid, and of the "physico-dynamic influence" which had existed from 
all time, and had acted through all space; and we find installed in their 
stead a nervous atmosphere, upon which it is impossible to philosophize 
with anv effect. Those of whom we now have to treat have deserted 
Mesmer"in practice as well as in theory: they have given in to the fatal 
heresy of somnambulism; but this is not our present topic, which is the 
simple enquiry, not into what animal magnetism is, but into what its 
supporters say it is; and we shall find that they are not nearly so unani
mous on the subject as is the public. When Gmelin, a plodding, plain
speaking German of the old school, is asked what animal magnetism is, 
he says, "The act of magnetising and the act of generation are essenti
ally the same, and differ only in respect to the vehicle of communication." 
(" Die Begattung i&t im Grunde nichts auders als thierischer Magnetis
mus, und untcrscheidet sich nur <lurch das Vehikul.") If you remark, 
that "to vouch this is no proof," he is quickly ready with the latter, 
which he ingeniously finds in the fact that " Beischlaff" and "manipu
lation," (he terms magnetising "manipulating,") produce upon him 
precisely similar effects,-viz. weakness, indigestion, and general weari
ness. He states his evidence in lan~age which we cannot venture to 
translate:" In der Nacht cohabitirte ich in der Absicht mich noch mehr 
zu schwachen; es geschahe mit Ergiessung," (p. 45 :) he found himself 
the next day magnetically impotent! After manipulating, he does 
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not feel the slightest inclination to sexual intercourse. His researches 
in the science are all, as may be supposed, of the most practical kind. 
Neglecting altogether those sublime enquiries into the nature of the 
fluid in which the universe is immersed, aud rejecting unceremoniously 
all physico-dynamical theories, he institutes experiments to determine 
whether, if he manipulates a woman too vigorously, the perspiration 
which ensues is any barrier to the communication of the magnetic fluid. 
It is a fact, he solemnly assures us, that he could manipulate any 
woman but his wife. The reader may wish to be informed what 
Gmelin's particular manipulations were: we are ignorant; but, for the 
satisfaction of the scrupulous and delicate, he takes care to state 
that, whatever they were, they excited in him no lascivious ideas, 
"-viel weniger eine sarnenergiessung !" (p. 28.) All his writings show 
to what abuses the practice of this science of animal magnetism may give 
rise, concerning which the Baron Dupotet de Sennevoy exclaims, "If 
any person should ask what is the moral tendency of the doctrine of 
animal magnetism, I should answer that it obviously tends to establish thP. 
spiritual ascendancy of man over those material conditions which, in his 
ordinary state of being, fatally restrict the apprehensions, c<1pacities, and 
comprehensions of the soul." The German would seem to come to a 
somewhat different conclusion, in an aphorism which he publishes with
out tlie slightest hesitation, and which is" that the bestial in man borders 
on the angelic." ('' Das Thier im Menschen granzt an den Engel." 
p. 206.) Such a writer as this is, in one sense, most precious: not that 
we could for an instant think of accusing all magnetisers of similarly 
revolting views; but that he plainly shows what this animal magnetism 
is easily capable of becoming, and justifies us in concluding that, if a 
blockhead, who evidently means no ha.rm, proceeds to such extremes, 
there must exist amongst his brethren many "a closet lock-and-key ol 
villanous secrets." \Ve do not suppose, however, th::it Gmelin tells the 
world all he witnessed: '' this honest creature, doubtless, sees and knows 
more, much more, than he unfolds;" but we must not quarrel with him 
on this score, for he confesses that he has seen one woman thrown bv a 
magnetic process into a Juror uteriuus, (p. 11!);) and that he himself 
magnetised away the modesty of at least a couple of girls. His no
tions on somnambulism we shall have occasion to mention when we 
come to discuss that spurious branch of Mesmerism: for the present we 
must leave him, merely observing that he declares upon his honour 
(" bethcuert bei seiner Ehre") that, as a matter of taste, he would as soon 
"manipulate" an old woman of seventy as a ~irl of seventeen. 

Kluge, the principal surgeon to the Prussian Me<lico-chirnrgical 
Pepiniere, in the well-written and laborious production of which the title 
is given at the head of this article, professes also, as we have stated 
above, the doctrine of a nervous atmosphere, which he appears to believe 
is capable of being hottlP,d up in one subject, and then decanted into an
other, and which he considers as the agent of all magnetical operations. 
The character and situation of this writer prel'lude the possibility of his 
publicly indulging in such confessions 01· conceptionl- as those of 
Gmelin: accordingly, we hear nothing of the latter's very peculiar ideas, 
but he is repeatedly quoted as a respectable authority. Kluge, who, 
with the exception perhaps of Ziermann, is the least irrational of all the 
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writers whom we have so far passed under review, 1s neverthele!':~ as 
childishly credulous as Riecke is crazy and Gmelin disgusting. Such 
stories as the following. which is given as a proof of the existence of a 
nervous atmosphere, abound in his work: " A French nobleman of high 
rank (De la Tour Landri), during a visit to London, produced such a 
remarkable effect upon a young shoemaker, of whom he had ordered a 
pair of shoes, that the latter became senseless, fainted, and bled profusely 
at the nose, both when he took the measure and when he brought the 
shoes to be tried on. Surprisrd by the repf'tition of this scene, De la 
Tour made enquiries respectinf{ his extraction, and found that he was 
born in France, but had heen taken, in his childhood, first to Bohemia 
and then to Holland. De la Tour now recollected that the son of a 
sister of his, who had died in childbed, had been consigned, immediately 
on her decease, to a nurse, of whom and of her charge nothing had been 
heard since that time; he also remembered that the child was born with 
a remarkable mole hetween his shoulders. He instantly examined the 
young shoemaker, found that he bore the above mark, and convinced 
himself, after a few rigorous enquiries, that this person was no other than 
his nephew, the Baron de Vesins." 

To prop up his theory of a nervous atmosphere, and of the effect of its 
mesmeric communic "tion, Kluge actually relates again the old story of 
the girl married at Paris against her will, who dies or appears to die, is 
buried, and afterwards disinterred and resuscitated by her lover; and he 
claims all the merit of this resuscitation for magnetism.• • 

Kluge discusses at some length the relation of the ganglionic to the 
cerebral system, and the influence of the passions or will upon the ope
rations of the nervous atmosphere. On this subject he mixes up some 
truth with a number of fantastic arguments and illustrations, citing in
stances of pf'rsons who could produce or suppress at pleasure, merely by 
exerting volition, morbid feelings, and phenomena. He is acquainted 
with men of a lively imagination and a firm will, who, by merely think
ing- on it intensely, can produce, in a few seconds, an erysipelatons 
intlnmmation in any part of the surface of the body they please. He is 
far fonder of stories of this kind, illustrating, as he thinks, the nature 
and functions of the nervous fluid, than of attempting to explain to us 
its modus operandi; and we are left quite in the <lark as to how it drew 
blood from the nose of the Baron de Vesins; or how it revivified the 
Parisian girl; or how the will prevails upon it, as in the last-mentioned 
cases, to exhibit erysipelatous or other morbid phenomena. 

Kluge wrote at Berlin in 1811 : we leave that city, and arrive at Jena 
in I Si'.?, and find that there, in the hands of Professor Kieser, .Mcsrr,e
rism has assumed another new face, and resembles no more Kluge's idea 
of the science than it docs that of Mesmer, to whom indeed it is now 
merely indebted for its name. The third appearance of this strange 
essence is in the shape of a" tell uric spirit;'' and, in accordance with this 
new name, somnambulism is called "tell uric life.'' 

Kieser does not confine his magnetic phenomenon to the earth, 
although the "tell uric spirit" plays the most prominent part in his sys-

• Wolfnrt has magnetically resu$citat~rl a T,oy who harl been fairly drowned, bavino-
l,een under water half an hour. (Al:KAHfl IE ION, p. 920.) e 
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tern: he makes it out that we are magnetised by the moon every night, 
and unmagnetised by the sun every morning. Opinions somewhat simi
lar to his are entertained by Nees von Esenbeck; and this school, to 
which we believe Kerner and Eschenmayer more or less belong, presents 
the latest phase of magnetism, and is considered to have raised the 
science to a very high degree of perfection. We cannot here treat at 
any length of the doctrines of these philosophers, which are much more 
complex and complete, much more harmoniously developed and carefully 
set forth, than any we have previously examined, and which enjoy the 
sanction of some of the highest names in Germany; but we shall shortly 
have some very edifying opportunities of knowing them by their fruit. 
In Kieser's scheme, we find nothing worth notice on the modus operandi 
of the 'telluric spirit;' of the action of which, again, we find no other 
result mentioned than somnambulism. 

After having detailed the fate of Mesmer in his native country, where 
we find that he has heen first assassinated, and then magnanimously or 
magnetically brought to life again by each of his successive friends, with 
the exception of one faithful band,--so that, were Kluge now to drag 
him from his grave at Frauenfeld, in Thurgovia, he would neither know 
"himself nor feel himself to be,"-let us next pursue the very different 
course which his doctrines took in France, where, in the national spirit 
of scepticism, we shall shortly find disciples denying their master, aud 
mesmerising without the ai<l of any fluid, "universal," "nervous," or 
"felluric." Deslon, one of the earliest converts, and at first an inti
mate friend of Mesmer, was an ardent advocate of the "universal," and 
does not seem, on any material points, to have differed from his precep
tor. Awkward circumstances, however, compelled him to stretch his 
theory now and then. Having undertaken to demonstrate to the com
mission, composed of Franklin, Lavoisier, &c., that an apricot-tree, 
magnetised by him in an orchard at Passy, near Paris, would throw one 
of his male patients into a crisis as soon as he touched it, it unluckily 
happened that the patient, who was introduced into the orchard with his 
eyes bandaged, and led from tree to tree, wanted discernment to distin
guish the right one, and fell into a fit under one standing four-and
twenty feet from that which Deslon had "manipulated."• To explain 
this distressing mistake, Deslon had recourse to the idea which he seri
ously insisted on, that the apricot-tree had magnetised all the others; 
which explanation was doubtless suggested to him by the circumstance 
that the patient had manifested critical symptoms, of one kind or other, 
at every tree he came to. Such conclusions as these show that Deslon 
was ill calculated to administrate the new system in the absence of its 
author. M. de Jussieu, who formed one of the above-mentioned com
mi~sion, was a partial convert to magnetism, and published, in 1784, a 
separate report in its favour; which, however, is so qualified, so opposed 
to all the essential points of Mesmerism, and based on such scanty evi
dence, that the science is more injured by one such advocate than by 
twenty violent adversaries. The following is the conclusion to which he 
arrives·: 

"The theory of magnetism cannot be admitted so long as it is not developed, anti 

• Bertrand, p. 113. 
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snpporteo by solid proofs. The experiments made to establish the existence of a 
magnetic fluid prove only that one man produces upon another, by friction, contact, 
an<l in some rare ca~es by simple approximation (ra/'prochement), a sensible eflect. 
This dlect, attributed to a univcr,al fluid, which has never been demonstrated, is 
evidt'ntly owing to the ANIMAL Ht:AT existing in the body, which emanates from il 
continually, is carried to a considerable distance, and may pass from one body into 
another. Animal heat is developed, augmented, and diminished by moral and phy
sical causes: to judge by its efl,:cts, it partakes c1f the properties <?f tonic remedies, 
and produces, like them, results salutary or prejudicial, according to the quantity 
commcnicated, and to the circumstances under which it is employed. A mure ex
le11sive and discreet use '!f this ap.ent wiil re11der us better able tu decide u11 its real 
~tfi,ct, and mi the drgrec c!f its 11/ilil!f. . . • No pers011 011[!.ht to be allvwcd to 
practise magueti>m, e:rCl'pt under cu11ditio11 that he prumptl!f publish an a,,count of 
the method <!fproetcding he adopts." 

Magnetic tractors, vases charged with mesmerian fluid, or mirrors re
flecting it and throwing it in all directions, in short, all its magic appa
ratus, Jussieu sacriligeously sweeps out of the temple of Isis. The vo
taries of health, too, who crowd around her shrine, he rudely pushes out 
of doors; telling the phthisical that they were better anywhere else, 
bidding the scrofulous and dropsical begone to the hospital, and giving 
the paralytic such cold comfort that they are fain to return to their mise
rable beds. The crises and convulsions, and iuclced all the performances 
at the" tub,"-the cardinal points which constitute the soul of the sys
tem,-this sceptical believer decidedly condemns as extremely prejudi
cial, except in some very rare cases. To give a little original colour to 
his notions, he imagines that the animal heat may be the "electric fluid 
animalized," and disports himself in a lively description of its nagnetic 
play. But all this is pure caprice; and, in fact, he only <lifters from his 
brother commissioners in the view he takes of four cases which they wit
nessed together at Deslon 's; and these, even j ndging of them from his 
statement, were, as Bertrand observes, altogether inconclusive. Jussieu, 
however, has long been appealed to as an impartial witness to the truth 
of Mesmer's doctrines, although he denies them all, sets up a little 
scheme of his own, and can only cite four equivocal facts to support the 
la~te_r, and justify him in dissenting from the opinions of the other com
m1ss10ners. 

One of the first revivers of animal magnetism in France after the revo
lution was Deleuze, who entertained the following notion of the nature 
of the magnetic fluid with which he operated; " I believe in an emana
tion from myself, because magnetic phenomena are produced without my 
touching the patient: ex nihilo nihil. I am ignorant of the nature of 
this emanation; I do not know whether it is material or spiritual, nor to 
what distance it can be made to extend; but this I know, that it is im
pelled (lancee) and directed by my will, for, when I cease to will, it 
ceases to act." 

There is no case of individual delusion connected with the history of 
animal magnetism more painful to contemplate than that of M. Georget. 
Let us first hear what this writer has to say respecting the agency of the 
will in magnetical operations, as we shall shortly find that a fatal schism 
on this subject exists amongst the professors of the science. "It is ne
cessary that the 'two parts' of the 'magnetic element' (he means the 
two individuals concerned in the operation,) should direct, as intently as 
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possible, all the cerebral action towards the production of somnambu
lism: that both the rnagnetiser and the magnetised should will or desire 
that it be brought about. I liavefound nothing more easy thun to esta• 
blish this fact. Whenever I was 'distrait,' my thoughts wandering to 
other things, or my mind ill at ease; whenever I did not direct my atten
tion to the operation, I could often produce absolutely no effect." Here, 
then, we have two somnambulisers laying down the law,-and this law 
has the high sanction of no less a personage than the Baron Dupotet de 
Sennevoy,-that the will is an essential agent in the magnetic operation. 
The Baron is pleased further to inform us, "that the operatiQn may be 
said to be almost purely intellectual; its success depending on the energy 
of the will."* But what says the plain-spoken Gmelin? He gives us 
very clearly to understand that the operation is not "almost purely in
tellectual;" and he states expressly that, as a magnetising agent, the 
will is powerless (der Wille ist kraftlos). Mesmer and his disciples never 
invoked the will, that we hear of, and got on very well without it; and, 
moreover, Bertrand, a somnambuliser, whose work was published in 
February, 1826, distinctly asserts that the influence of the will is a mere 
fiction, that he has somnambulised numbers of patients without its aid; 
and he further gives cases to prove its neutrality.t How are the~e con
tradictions to be explained? Dr. Deleuze produces au effect by his will 
exclusively, which Dr. Bertrand produces equally well, excluding his 
will: for effects to be precisely similar, we have always been taught that 
their causes should somewhat resemble each other; and here the only 
solution of the difficulty, which we can think of, will be found in the 
Latin law of one of the learned doctors, ex nihilo nihil; and it may very 
possiuly be the true one. Leaving them, however, to settle between 
them this vital question, we return to M. GeorgP.t, who made the following 
declaration on his deathbed: "In my Physiology of the Nervous System 
I boldly professed materialism; but, scarcely was it given to the world, 
when new meditations on the extraordinary phenomenon, somnambu
lism, no longer permitted me to doubt of the existence in us, ancl with
out us, of an intelligent principle, altogether different from material 
existences-let it be, if you will, the soul, or God. I have, in regard to 
this, a profound conviction, founded on facts which I believe to be in
contestible. This declaration will not see the light until there can be no 
longer any doubt of my siocerity, or any suspicion of my intentions." 
Now, were the evidence on which this conversion is founded complete, 
we should still be inclined to regard the latter with great suspicion, look
ing to the manner in which it is detailed, and to the source from which 
the evidence is drawn. The facts, one would anticipate, must have been 
essentially very equivocal on which such a loose creed as this was 
founded, (of which the vagueness strangely contrasts with the solemnity 
of its avowal.) Nor is this anticipation false, as we learn from the 
following extract from a speech of M. Velpeau, at the Academy of Me
dicine: "M. Georget became a zealous partisan of magnetism, after 
having been its opponent, and admitted its truth in his work on the 
Nervous System: he had performed experiments, and believed them in
controvertible. M. Londe assisted at these experiments. Well, Georget 

• Dupotet, p.151. t Bertrand, Preface, p. xxvii. 
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carried with him to the tomb his belief in magnetism; but M; Londe has 
outlived him, and you have heard him declare in this assembly that 
Georget and himself had been deceived, that they had been duped by 
some miserable creatures, who have since boasted of the circumstance."• 
What a satire is this on the manner in which pseudo-philosophers jump 
at the most serious conclusions! Here we have a" savant," whose only 
argument for the existence of his own soul and of a God, is derived from 
the tricks of a law student, who, having quarrelled with his friends, r.nrl 
lost all means of existence, feigned paralysis, and entered an hospital, 
where he soon became a noted performer of magnetic miracles! A 
magnetiser of high standing at Paris, Professor Rostan, entertains a 
theory of his art very similar to that of Kluge: he holds that the nervous 
fluid of the magnetiser, impelled by his will, may convey that will to the 
somnambulist; which is nearly tantamount to saying that a waggon car
ries the horses which draw it. 

It is surely a sign of the worthlessness of a cause, when its advocates 
become less and less able plausibly to de tend it; and that science must 
be radically rotten whose latest supporters are its worst. Now, this is the 
case with animal magnetism, which we confess has been propped by re
spectable names in its day, but which has now, in an evil hour, encoun
tered the patronage of the Baron Dupotet de Sennevoy, whose officious 
assistance it cannot long survive. After a science has existed for two 
generations, we are justified in demanding, if not unanimity in its sup
porters, at any rate a definition from some one of them, and principally 
from the contemporary who has had the benefit of the experiments and 
arguments of all the rest. Nay, we are quite justified in denying the 
existence of a science of which there is no intelligible definition; for how 
can that proposition be even entertained, on the nature and identity of 
which it is impos~ible to obtain a distinct idea? We acknowledge that 
Mesmer was intelligible; that Wolfart's positions are perfectly compre
hensible, absurd as they are; that the modern French school, too, lays 
down, for the most part, distinct premises; that accordingly, both in 
France and Germany, there are extant systems of animal magnetism, 
which one knows how to describe, and with which, consequently, we can 
practically deal. But, in whatever shape this unlucky doctrine may be 
met with abroad, it can assuredly lay little claim, in England, to either 
form or figure. Dupotet, in embracing it here, has squeezed the spirit 
out of it, and left its body without any marks or members by which to 
distinguish it. What are we to make of such expressions as the follow
ing? "Animal magnetism is that active principle which we possess 
within us, and which, under the energy of our volition, manifests itself 
by the eff«:cts it visibly induces."t " It is important to remember that 
the maguetic power does not consist in mere gestures: another medium 
is necessary, which the manipulations merely bring into play at the 
command of the will. This medium may be termed the vital principle, 
life spiritualized, universal, magnetic, or nervous fluid; it matters not. 
But, most assuredly, there is an emanation of a peculiar agent; for, out 
of not/tiny, nothing comes."t 

• Lee on Animal Magnotiam ~ml Homocopathy, p. 44. 
t Dupotet, p. :30. t Dupotot, p. 151. 
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With respect to the emanation aforesaid, of a peculiar agent, we have 
now a remark or two to make. Georget, Deleuze, Rostan, and Dupotet 
make this and the will essential to the performance of the magnetic 
operation, which with them is nothing else, and can be nothing else, but 
the action of the latter upon the fluid in question; but the great disr.o
verer of Mesmerian somnambulism, Puysegur, not only attached very 
little importance to manipulations, but never had recourse to the theory 
of a nervous fluid; whilst Bertrand denies that either the latter or the 
will have anything to do with the production of somnambulism. Barberin 
somnambulised his patients by merely praying by their bedsides; and the 
Abbe Faria produced the phenomenon in question by commanding those 
whom he treated, in a loud and imp~rative tone, "to sleep."* Do not 
all these contradictions, both in theory and practice, plainly show that 
all the so-called magnetic phenomena origiuate exclusively in the ima
gination? 

The doctrine of a magnetic fluid, however, is so vital a part of the 
present system of Mesmerism, that it is worth while to examine it a little 
more closely. Alleged proofs of its exi~tt!nce may be divided into three 
dasses; viz. those derived from the cases of somnambulists who ha\'e 
seen it; those deducrd from its isolation in metals, &c.; and those drawn 
from its pretended effects where the somnambulist was not conscious of 
the presence of her magnet. Now, with respect to the first clas~, 
Bertrand very properly observes, that a somnambulist will see anything, 
and that there is nothing she cannot be made to see. The lady always 
shows her gratitude to h~r magnctiser, by bringing· him intelli!i;cnce from 
somewhere or other, often from the other world, in confirmation of his 
theory. \Vhere the operator deals in a nervous fluid, the patient sees it 
streaming upon her from the ends of her fingers: where he thinks proper 
to deny the existence of a fluid, she can discern nothing of the sort, and 
describes the somnambulic trance as being brought about by very d~ffe
rent means.t Women, magnetised by disciples of Swedenborg, preached 
the doctrines, both metaphysical and rclig·ious, of the latter, and had 
visions confirmatory of his views. The peasant, mag-nct;se<l by Puysegur, 
appears to have altogether lost his identity, and to have become part and 
parcel of the being of the latter. The Prophetess of Prevorst, who had 
a mystic tellurist for her physician, had interviews and lou:; conversations 
with spirits, and talked very learnedly on her solar and vital circles, 
which have been only explained by Gi.irres according: to the principles of 
modern Germ<>· philosophy. Finally, a religious lady at Weimar, who 
magnetised her maid-servant, was able, through the latter, to communi
cate with God himself, who used to appear to the girl, and talk to her in 
a very familiar manner.t Now, knowi1,g all this, we are surely justified 
in denying admission to the evidence of somnambulists, who shut their 
eyes to see what they C(•uld not see with them open. With respect to 
the powers of magnetised wat!'r, magnetised handkerchiefs, magnetised 
sovereigns, &c., we doubt not their miraculous efficacy; but we cannot 
allow that magnetism has anything to <lo with it. Bertrand sent a 

• Bertrand, p. 246. 
t See Bertrand, p. xi.; who does not, however, inform us what these means are. 
l See the work, Fingerzeige Gottes, &c.-Weimar, t8J8. 
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magnetised handkerchief to a patient a hundred leagues off, and it som
nambulised her instantly; nor could he at all a<.:connt for this until he 
found that a non-magnetised handkerchief produced precisely similar 
etfocts. lVTe~merised water produces most astounding phenomena, but 
common water is capable of causing precisely the same; and the former 
cannot at all compete with that drawn from the well dug near the tomb 
of the deacon Paris, in the cemetery of St. Medard, in the French capi
tal, which one of the devotees of the said deacon could easily distinguish 
from all other water; although his brother, a decided adversary of Paris 
and his fanatical sect, tried to deceive him. Bertrand states that he in
stituted experiments on the subject, but was never able to produce any 
effect on a patient, when awake, by touching her, unk11own to /ier, with 
magnetised objects. This writer formerly believed in the existence of a 
magnetic fluid, but changed his opinion in consequence of his own re
searches. He was a somnambuliser, who seems to have had less excuse 
for practising the art than its morn ardent professors; for he does not 
appear to have anticipated any benefit from it, and he describes the pain
fully degrading scenes to which it frequently gives rise with the greatest 
sang froid. 

The third class of proofs which we have to consider is that deduced 
from the direct influence which the magnetiser is said to be able to exer
cise over his patient, when he is absent from her. On this subject, 
Bertrand says that the utmost precaution is necessary, "when experi
ments are made respecting the production of somnambulism on persons 
who are adapted to this state, as it were, (pour ainsi dire fa,;onnes a cet 
f:tat,) by daily experience. It cannot be too often repeated, that ages
ture or a glance of the magnetiser, nay, even the mere tliought occurring 
to them that he wishes to act upon them, suffice to produce somnambulic 
phenomena."• He then cites a case in confirmation of these assertions, 
which is so conclusive, conveys such a perfect idea of the manner in 
which magnetic experiments are conducted, and throws such a strong 
light on the source of magnetic phenomena, that we shall translate it, 
with some abbreviation; convinced that one such statement made by a 
somnambuliser, in perfect simplicity and good faith, will save us the 
trouble of commenting on the crowd of "facts" of a similar nature, 
which have been published as the foundation of new and m<>r·,.ellous 
truths. 

"I studied,'' says he," during some time, the case of a somnambulist, Madame 
Chevalier, whom I did not magnetise myself, and on whom the lady who treated her 
exercised an influence which was really extraordinary. She caused, for instance, at 
will, the paralysis of an arm or of a leg, or simply of a hand or finger; she could de
prive her also of speech, hearing, and smell. But her power was not limited to a local 
actiun; she could p11ral_11ze, so to so_y, at a blow, all the parts qf the body ,!f the som~ 
nc1mbulist, mid throw her into a state ~f complete and general insensibility and immo
bility, wl,ic!t constituted a •.•eritable lftlwrgy. In order that I might better be able to 
estimate the value of these marvellous appearances, .Madame D. was kind enoug!t to 
enable me ~o reproduce them at will, by putting me en rapport with her patient. 
However, my first care was to ascertain what share the imagination had in the produc
llon of these remarkable phenomena. It was customary, when it was wished to 
throw the patieut into a lethargy, for Madame D. to signify her will by passing her 

• Bertrand, p. 269, 
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hand qui<'kly before her, froru above downwards. After having several times made 
this passe, with a concomitant exercise of the will, and always successfully, I made it 
without exercising the will, and I succer·ded just as well. l now tried the power of 
the will without the passc, but with no effect. Then, in order to ascertain whether 
the passc and the action of the will together would affect the patient, unknown to 
herself, I performed the usual operation, separated from her, first by a wall, and 
afterwards by a simple partition or a door; but always in vain. The real 
cause of the lethargic phenomena was shortly revealed to us. Madame D., being one 
day forced to absent herself on business, left her patient to be unsomnambulised by some 
magnetisers who were in the room. I was there also, magnetising another woman, 
when suddenly :.VIadame C. ceased to answer the questions which were addressed to 
her, anrl fell into the lethargy which it was usual to produce in her: it was immedi
ately found that she was insensible. This being clwrly atab/i~!ted, I wished to see 
whether the other somnambuiist could gii:e us a,1y i1!Jonn.ation in the manner in 
wl1icl1 it had been produccd; and I said to her, 'Look at l\ladame C.; tell me that 
which is taking place within her, and why she has fallen into her present state.' The 
women directed her attention as I had ordered, and, instead of answering me, fell 
herself into a state qf inseusibility, and appcm·ed, in short, dead. l was not able 
to restore her for some minutes.• At length she was able to speak to me, and she said 
with a laugh, which was habitual to her, (/wr intellectual faculties being in a state 
bordering 011 idiutism,) 'Ah! you're not up to it; you'll have some terrible trouble. 
She's paralysed. Madame D. is only gone out to act upon her at a distance; and, if 
she doesn't return, you'll not be able to get her out of the state she's in.' I thou:;ht 
at first that this really might be the case; but time passed on, and Madame D. did 
not arrive, nor could she be found in the neighbourhood. l-ihe had been seen to leave 
the house, and go towards the place where she said she had business. 1 now began 
to be seriously uneasy. The somnambulist remained in precisely the same state, that 
is, dead to all appearance; and l could not but anticipate that the most serious evils 
would result from her continuing in this condition, She herself had said, whilst 
somnambulised, that, if /~ft in leth11rg_11jor more than trn 111i,1utes, she was in danger 
<!_f permanent paralysi.s ef the e.rtremities, and '!f' at once losiug her ljfe. 1 shall not 
try to paint the anguisl, (the ex prcssion is not exaggerated) which I now en<lurcd. At 
leugth, by great attention, and after using efforts of ever!! kind, I succeeded in restor
ing the patient to the state of somnambulism, without her suffering any oth.:r evil 
results than a violent pain in the head, and a surt '!I'' ito11rdisseme11t,' .for whir Ii she 
ordered hersc{f a strong dose '!f magnetism, which was administered to her. She as
signed the same cause for her fit which the other somnambulist had done. Mad. D., 
she said, had magnetised htr at a distance, in order to makt her fall into paraiysis; 
but her action had not been sufficiently powerful to cansP. it to cease. The ne:<t 
morning l learnt, though without astonisli;nent, from Madame D , that she had never 
thought of magni>tising her patient whilst absPnt, and that therefore I had been in
debted to the imagination ef the latter Ji,r the scene which lwdfriglitened me so murh. 
She lwd tlwught that this was an e:rpt:rirncut, and that the persons left in the room 
were there to dn•ert her attention, and render it more conclusive. Jn giving this case 
in detail, I have had for my object, not only to prove the power of the imagination, 
but tu familiarize a Little 111y readers with the sinp,ular sce11e~ which ma_v daily occur in 
mugnetic treatments accompanied by somnambulism.'' (Bertrand, p. 270.) 

One of the facts most conclusive in favour of magnetism at a distance, 
and of the existence of a magnetic fluid, is the following experiment 
tried on Mlle. Samson, at the Hotel Dieu: "a person who had for fifteen 
days previously been the subject of 'une multitude d'expf:riences,' of 
which a great number had been instituted, for the purpose of exercising 
s.ome influence over her, unknown to herself." M. Husson asks Mlle. 

• It is very common to see somnambulists experience all the morbid symptoms of the 
persons to whom their atteution is directed, upeciallg if they k11ow what their symptom$ 
ure .-Bertrand. 
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Samson if she is asleep? The latter answers, "that she is not sleepy, 
and that she never goes to sleep so early." She coughs, and M. Husson 
retires to a place where she could not see him, but where he also could not 
see anything that took place. The magnetiser begins to direct his action 
(diriger son action) at seven o'clock; at eight minutes past seven, the 
patient says aloud, talking to herself, "It's astonishing how my eyes 
hurt me; I can't keep them open." A minute afterwards she was 
asleep.• Bertrand was present, with several other orthodox somnam
bulisers, at this conclusive experiment, and with them authenticates the 
"fact," which occupies a prominent place in M. Husson's report; but, 
notwithstanding the deference he owes to the ~eneral opinion of his bre
thren, he feels compelled to observe, that Husson's question was calcu
lated to make the patient suspect that she was about to be the subject 
of an experiment; and that her readiness in stating that she could not be 
sleepy, and l1er talking aloud to herself, show that she did suspect it. t 
All this is quite plain; and we very much fear that the magnetiscrs must 
soon acknowledge, strongly as they at present insist on its impossibility, 
that their vaunted pheuomena, instead of having a real and sen~iblc fluid 
for their instrument, are indeed ex nihilo niltil,-" distempers of the 
brain, begotten by a sickly fancy." If we have a magnetic fluid conti
nually floating throughout our frames, and streaming from us on fre
quent occasions, the world surely would not have remained insensible to 
its operations for six thousand years. If there were, indeed, such 
"music in this little organ;" if man were, in very truth," easier to be 
played on than a pipe;" we may be certain that the discovery would not 
so loug have been deferred. The vulgar would have made it, ere the 
scientitic could have dreamt of it; and our common life-not the hall of 
the somnambuliser-would be the field on which to contemplate its 
results.t 

lfwe allow that there is "an emanation of a peculiar agent," without 
which Dupotet confesses that magnetism is an absurdity, we are bound 
to enquire how far its operation extends; or, in other words, how far the 
animal magnet will carry. Somnambulisers in France and England 
have more exercised themselves in propelling their fluid through doors 
and brick walls than in projecting it to any distance. Not so in 
Germany, where the practised Jager, brushing away the dew at early 
dawn,-ardent and yet an artist in pursuit,-afraid to shatter his som-

• Exprriencesde l'Hbtel Dieu, quoted by Bertrand, p. 26S. 
t We may here remark, that Bertrand is praised by Husson, and that he delivered 

public courses of lectures on Somnambulism in 1819, 18:W, and 1821. Dupotet states 
that the objections of Bertrand to the value of the experiment on Samson were practi
cally refuted; but we find no allusion to this in Bertrand, who is since dead. 

! In Uermnny, however, where philosophy boldly anticipates all practical objections, 
our common life is bc,ginning to be made sensible of tbtl debt it owes to magnetism. 
Stahel, of \Vurzburg-, has lately published three works (which we have not yet seen) of 
Prof,-ssor Hensler; oue of which is '' On the lulluence of Animal Magnetism on the 
Health and Longevity of Man in social life, and especially in the state of Marriage;" an
other is entitled "Effects of Animal Magnetism on Man and Nature, and on its im
portance in a medical, juridical, pLilosopbical, religious, and historical point of view, 
and in respect to social community;" the third is "On the dijfe,·ent Kinds of Animal 
l\Iagnetism, and on their different Effects, &c." The work on Magnetism and l\farriage. 
the publisher promises himself, in his adverti11ement, will produce a great sensation in 
!he public. 
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nambulist by too close a shot, brings her tumbling down at the distance 
of six good English miles. Though each to the other invisible, and each 
separated from the other by many a line of undulating hills, he aims at 
her• "between the eyes and breast," and she falls as perpendicularly as 
the racoon descends when invoked to do so by a Kentucky rifle. N adlert 
shot at a woman at the distance of eighteen miles, and hit her precisely 
at the momentt at which he tired: no sooner was his will at the trigger 
than down she came. This patient begged her magnetiser not to try 
such experiments with her, as otherwise he might somnambulise her when 
she 1vas i11 a very inconvenient situation. His love of science, however, 
was not to be damped by such scruples; and so he persisted, and was 
always as succes~ful as at first: probably he anticipated that, were her 
fears realized, the science might be enriched with some very new and 
singular "facts." A married woman, whose magnificent "soirces'' are 
described, and whose case is given at great length in Wolfart's Annals,~ 
could not hear her child cry, which was by the side of her, but could 
feel her magnetiser whenever he chose to make her, although he had left 
Berlin definitively, and gone (we presume) to Meeklenburg, his native 
country, there to remain. This lady was accustomed to choose h.:!r 
magnetiser out of the crowd of young medical men who came to visit her, 
a11d, whilst she was under treatment by one, she indicated who was to be 
his successor, before she ever saw him. Wolfart was her magnetiser in 
ordinary, and solemnized her ~uccessivc unions with his scholars. The 
evening before Dr. Barez, the Mecklenburgh physician, ran away from 
her, (but not, as we have seen, with the intention of ceasing all commu
nication with her,) she made an offer to a certain Dr. Oppert, to whom 
she had never spoken, and whose own literal account of the courtship is 
as follows: " It was merely on account of my having, when visiting, one 
evening, the patients of Professor Wolfart, several times directed my 
attention to her, that I seem to have come into contact with her." In 
making him the offer, she was pleased to express herself to the effect 
"that she should be useful to him in assisting him to an improved 're
cognition' of magnetic operations." The reason she assigned for not 
remaining in magnetic widowhood was, that she <lid not like solitary 
somnambulism; she had an objection "to sleep" alone. Her offer was 
accepted, and the wedding duly solemnized. We copy the bridegroom's 
account of it: '' Or. the 25th of March, at ten o'clock in the morning, I 
was introduced to her (for the first time) by Professor Wolfart. He 
magnetised her simply: she fell asleep, as usual, and then rose to the 
state of' clairvoyance.' \\'hilst she was in this, I was first brought en 
rapport with her, and the professor left us after a few trifling remarks." 
Now follows an account of the bridal dalliance. The first question 

• "In a solitary place, at five minutes after five, I began to rnform the process men
tally; it lasted twenty minutes ;-I took my course from her ev~s to her breast. On 
arriving at her house, I heard that shortly after five she had.fallen, complaining of 
pains about her eyes, had been convulsed slightly, and bad shortly waked into a mag
netic sleep." - Weinholt quoted in the AIKAHIIIEJON, p. 890. 

t AIK. p. 390. 
t '' Ganz genau in derselben Zeit." He had regulated bis watch hy her clock, for 

the purpose of ascertaining the rnpidity with which he could reach her, and fired, we 
presume, wntch in hand. 

§ Vol. ii. part ii. p. 88. 
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which Dr. 0. put to her was, '' How do you do?" which were also, be it 
remembered, the first words he ever addrcssf!d to her. bhe answered, 
"Very well, thank you; only my eyes hurt me." He then practised 
some manipulations, and enquired" whether he relieved her." "Oh! 
yes," she said, "you do now." "Do you remember the medicine you 
ordered for yourself on Friday?" "Oh! yes; the pulmnnaria." "What 
did you prescribe for yourself ye,terday?" "L1y your hand on my head, 
and I'll tell you." The doctor <lid as he was told, and she answered "Le
nntodon taraxacum. But that is not the right; it only seemed to me so. 
Tl:is evC;ning I shall be able to tell the professor what the other plants are 
-there are three more. He must rub my organ of place and my organ of 
colour." In s11ch a frivolous and foolish tone as this is the conversation 
continued through several pages. 

Having presented our readers with a tolerably complete vic,v of the 
various theories of the magnetic agent, we next turn our attention to its 
pretended effects on the human system, adopting the descriptions and 
details of magnetisers themselves; au<l on the very threshold of this 
subject we encounter an important contradiction, which is, that .Mesmer 
magnetised for year,; without ever inducing somnambulism, whilst his 
present followers mesmerise without ever scarcely producing anything 
else; though none of them bas dared to assert that their process differs 
essentially from that of the founder of their sect. Should they now, 
however, hazard this explanation, we have only to appeal for its utter 
refutation to Dr. Andresse, of Berlin, who, though he practises precisely 
according to the modern formula, assures us that, of a great number of 
patients whom he has treated magnetically, he lms uever thrown one 
into somuambulism.• The school of Wolfart regards this phenomenon 
as an insignificant accident in the course of Mesmcrian treatment: 
nay, the professor goes so far as expressly to declare that it does nut 
belong to ma_gnetism, and that the latter presents the means of combat
ing and avoiding it.t He holds that it cannot occur in healthy subjects, 
and that the liability to it arises from disease of some of the viscera. 
Mesrr,er's anathema against it we have already had occasion to mention. 
The fact is, the woman magnetised is more or less wittingly the child of 
her own fitful fancy, -yvv11 yap ovJ,v o,oi 'lrA'JV o {3ov-,..,rai ;-her fancy is 
moulded to the will of her magnetiser, and, whatever symptoms the latter 
chooses to summon forth are sure to come, whether they be somnam
bulic, paralytic, or critical. If he could view the cloud of facts which 
in our day threaten to obscure the sun of reason, the Greek philosopher 
would only repeat his old exclamation, Or ii;' ami;ov ., yvvaum11 ,;,v,w;. 

Wolfart states that magnetism may cure a patient, without producing 
upon her any sensible eHects; but that this is not frequently the case. 
He divides the phenomena generally induced by Mcsmerian manipula
tions into five classes, viz. 1. Sensatinn.~ agreeable, or the contrary: the 
former where the disease yields at once; the latter where it can only be 
subdued by a "crisis." 2. Alteration of temperature. 3. Convulsions. 
4. Secretions and excretions of all kinds. 5. Chanyes of tone in the vi-

• Wolfart's Annnls, vol. i. part i. p. 168. 
t :For this startling asflertion of the Berlin professor, see his Annals, vol. v. part ii. 

I'· 187. 
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tality of the senses and of the brain, amongst which somnambulism may 
sometimes occur.• This system, it will be instantly perceived, is identi
cal with that of Mesmer: with respect, therefore, to the reality and value 
of the above effects, we may refer the reader to the Report of Bailly, in 
which it is distinctly proved, as most of the somuambulisers of the pre
sent day allow, that they have their origin solely in the imagination, to 
which all kinds of stimulants were administered, both at Paris and 
Beil in. 

Magnetic somnambulism is the great modern phase of Mesmerism, and 
respecting its production we find the usual mass of contradictory evi
dence. Puysegur, its inventor, used to produce it, amongst other 
simple methods, by merely wishing to produce it; Barberin made his 
patients somnambulic by praying; Faria, by shouting; and the plan at 
present in vogue is "pawing." Respecting the nature of this state, the 
opinions of the learned are equally divided. Puysegur affirms that it 
exalts the intellect to a superhuman pitch. He derives, he tells us, 
from a somnambulic peasant, who is more than half idiotic when awake, 
both knowledge and judgment. He denominates him his intelligence, 
and then describes him as a being for whom it is impossible to find a 
name. "When he is in a crisis," he continues, "I know no one more 
profound, more prudent, and more clairvoyant than he is." Health 
M. de Puysegur dispensed as liberally and as easily as did M. de 
Lauterbourg at Hammersmith terrace, five years afterwards. " I have 
only one regret," says he, "and it is that I cannot touch all who come." 
Unfortunately, the ideas and statements of this enthusiast are utterly at 
variance with the theories and observations of contemporary and subse
quent German philosophers. Gmelin, who somnambulised at Heilbronn 

. at the very time that Puysegur was hard at work at Busancy, sending 
the whole country to sleep, tells us that the intellect escaped its opera
tion, and that the revelations made by the women he "manipulated" 
were of such a nature that he pitied equally those who made them and 
those who staid to listen to them. Moreover, Kieser, and the other 
more systematic and philosophic writers who see in somnambulism a 
prominent phase of ganglionic life, hold that the somnambulist necessa
rily descends in the scale of being, and assert that she is incapable of 
even exercising her intellect. They make of her one huge organ of 
perception, unable to perform a reasoning process; holding that her 
brain is paralyzcd, and her whole vitality absorbed by the ganglionic 
system. They turn man into a mere animal by the very process which 
Puysegur, Redern, and Dupotet adopt to make him into a god. Where 
their hands keep in abeyance the higher attributes of humanity, the 
"paws" of Sennevoy "lead us to entertain the .spirit of a philosophy 
which is of the most cheering description, annihilating all those dark 
attributes of materialism which have so long thrown a gloom over the 
paths of science."t What Wolfart considers a disease, Gmelin a sensual 
orgasm, and Bertrand a fit of idiotic ecstacy, the Baron recommends us 
as the means of moral and physical regeneration. 

The descriptions of the phenomena observed in the somnambulic state 

• Annals, vol. iv. part ii. p. 22, t Dupotet, p. 345, 
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are as various as the characters of their author~: we shall cite here that of 
M. Husson, which has the merit of being simple and succinct. 

"The patient who falls into somnambulism acquires a prodigious extension of the 
faculty of sensation. Several of his external organs, generally those of sight and of 
hearing, become dull, and all their functions are performed internally. The som
nambulist uses neither eves nor ears, and still he sees and hears better than if he 
were awake. He only sees and hears those with whom he is en rapport. He only 
sees that on which he gazes, and generally he only looks at objects to which his at
tention is directed. llc is subservient to the will of his magnetiser in respect to 
everything which is noti prejudicial to him, and which does not run counter to his 
ideas of justice and truth. He feels the will of his magnetiser. He sees, or rather 
he feels, the interior of his own body and of that of others; but he only rem;irks, for 
the most part, those parts which are not in the natural state, and which disturb the 
general harmony. lle perceives the magnetic fluid. He recollects things which he 
had forgotten when awake. He has 'previsions' and 'presensation.,,' which may be 
often erroneous, and which are limited in their extent. He talks with surprising 
fluency. lie is not exempt from vanity. He improves, of himself, during a certain 
time, if he is managed properly; he goes astray, if badly directed. \-Vhen he awakes, 
he has not the slightest recollection of the id~as and sensations he has had during the 
state of somnambulism."• 

Puysegur speaks thus of his somnambulic patient: 
" l\lan in the magnetic state is to be considered as the most interesting being in 

existence. With regard 10 his magnetiser, it is through his unbounded confidence in 
you that you have been enabled to bring him completely under your control. It is, 
therefore, fur no other purpose but that of benefiting him that you have any right to 
exert your power. Attempting to deceive him or abuse his confid ,nee, while in this 
state, is to commit a dishonest action, having a tendency contrary to his benefit; 
whence it follows that a ('Ontmry result is produced to that originally contemplated." 
(lJupotet, p. 144.) 

A Mr. Wright, magnetised by Dupotet, says that "the wordfascina
tion aptly describes the influence which the magnetiser exerts. With me 
it is not an intellectual fascination, but only physical and moral. '"t A 
patient (one of Dupotet's, we presume,) her life being in the hands of her 
somnarnbuliser, petitioned him to murder her. "Why do you call me 
back to life?" said she, in her magnetic exaltation; " if you would only 
go away, this body which oppresses me would grow cold, and my soul 
would no longer be here on your return. I should then be perfectly 
happy ."t Dupotet thus comments on this interesting case: "All hold 
nearly the same language, and suggest the idea of the soul being parti
ally disencumbered of the coils of its mortality." This, as we shall after
wards find, is almost precisely the view of Mr. Mayo. Bertrand states 
that "moral inertia" constitutes the most remarkable psychological phe
nomenon of somnambulism;~ that it explains the want of caution with 
which uneducated somnambulists answer all the questions which are put 
to them; and that it is liable to be abused in many cases.II Ziermann 
dwells on the danger which the somnambulic patient incurs when the 
magnetiser quits her. "His absence," he says, "disturbs her, and 
causes her anxiety, convulsions, spasms, and fainting•fits; all which 
symptoms are exasperated to the highest pitch if any other person than 

• Quoted by Bertrand, p. 292. 
t Dupotet, p. 56. 
§ Hertrand, r, 2112. 

l Ibid. p.166. 
11 Ibid. p. 426. 
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her magnetiser attempt to offer her assistance; and even h., cannot often 
allay them without great trouble and exertion. Her spirit frequently 
seems to be blended (wie verschmolzen) with his; and with him, conse
quently, her soul appears to depart and return." He advises his readers, 
unless they have plenty of time to spare, to enter into no very intimate 
" rapport" with a female patient; at any rate, into none "which is more 
intimate than natural;" or they may have great difficulty in getting out 
of it.• In another place he compares his somnambulists to his children, 
and gives rules for training them: some, he says, requi,c the curb, some 
the spur.t Many, he continues, can frequently see nothing unless the 
magnetiser concentrate and direct their attention. We must go very ra
tionally and orderly to work, he adds, or we shall tum out cases of som
nambulism which will be a dise:race to ourselves and a scandal to the 
science. When the magnetic \reatment has been delayed beyond the 
accustomed time, the most dangerous results, according to this author, 
may be expected to occur, especially in excitable cases. "Restlessness, 
care, and anxiety then trouble the patient; he misses the most important 
part of his life; he breathes with difficulty and embarrassment; he trem
bles, staggers, and faints. His face is as pale as death. The vital 
functions are arrested; the muscles relaxed; the blood is hardly felt to 
move in the veins; and the extremities grow cold. But, as if dispersed 
by the wand of the magician, all these symptoms fly at the approach of 
the magnetiser, who has but to touch that which was but just now to all 
appearance a crirpse, and it starts into vigorous life."! 

Individual ca!>es of a very suspicious relation between man and woman 
are not at all rarely met with, even in the works of magnetists them
selves. Their very phraseology is equivocal; they have a habit of 
talking of each other's somnambulists, as if they were their wives or 
mistresses. Most magnetisers, it would seem, are initiated into the 
secrets of their science by some one lady, with whom they get into a 
very intimate "rapport," who is known to all the world a!' their "crack" 
patient, and wl1ose case furnishes the occasion of their magnetic debut. 
Kerner was converted to magnetism by the Prophetess of Pre,·orst, a 
.Mrs. Hautfe, who spent the latter part of her life in his house. Wolfart 
served his apprenticeship to a lady of Berlin, suffering under intumescentia 
uteri, whose case fills whole numbers of the A11icX711rmov. A magnetiser, 
mentioned by Dr. Andresse, of Berlin, was so closely en rapport with one 
of his patients, that she could scarcely be without him for an instant, 
(" sie konnte fast keinen Augenblick ohne ihn sein ;") and this lasted for 
two years.~ Some magnetisers were introduced into the house of Prof. 
Florke at Berlin, and one of them, a Mr. H., soon got possession of his 
daughter. Her parent (who is not at all afflicted, but very scientific,) 
thus describes the "fascination" of the latter: " She could bear nothing 
but what Mr. H. had magnetised. Even her most intimate friends she 
could not suffer to be near her, if they were not conducted to her by 
Mr. H., or brought en rapport with her by means of a magnetised flower 
which they held in their hands."11 Two years before Madame de P., 
whose case is related in the second volume of Wolfart's Annals, saw the 

• W olfart's Annals, vol. v. part ii. p. 17. t Ibid. p. 36. 
9 Ibid. vol. i. part i. p.173. II Ibid. p. 215. 

t Ibid. p. 41. 
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latter, she had a vision in which he stood bodily (" leibhaftig") before 
her, and magnetised her. When she was actually under his care at 
Berlin, the most affectionate and unreserved familiarity existed between 
them: she made him the confidant of all her domestic secrets; and, on 
leaving Berlin to join her husband, she prophesied to him that she should 
very shortly become pregnant by the latter; which prophecy was duly 
communicated to the hushand by Wolfart, who shortly afterwards pub
lished a history of the affair in his own Journal. The verses written and 
the revelations made by this lady during her course of treatment are 
of the most incoherent description; but they are all communicated to the 
public as authentic and highly valuable "facts." She writes letters to 
her husband whilst somnambulised, which she dare not read when awake, 
which betray an intimate acquaintance with the locality of Cleve, where 
he is residing, although she has never been there, and in one of which 
she says, "Dein Instrument hat mich oft zu dir heriiber gezaubert," 
("Thine instrument has often magically transported me to thy side,") 
although she had no possible evident means of knowing that one of his 
neighbours had lately lent him a piano. The husband is particularly 
edified by all this; he regards his wife as a superhuman being, and 
Wolfart as a wonderful creature. She addresses Wolfart with the sin
gular pronoun '' thou." One of her daughters, she tells him, has sud
denly been seized with convulsions, and to cure her she goes on to say, 
" I thought on my friend, who is so kind to every one, and with thy will 
and thy sympathy, and knowing what thinking on thee did for me in the 
hour of danger, I breathed into her hands and magnetised her, as thou 
didst me when I was asleep. I feel myself for ever allied to thee, (' auf 
immer Dir verwandt,') but thy power and dignity I am too weak ever 
to aspire to." She then gives him particular cautions respecting his 
health, especially touching every feeling in the left side of his breast; 
recommends him magnetised herbs, and finishes with a burst of sublimity 
which is too unintelligible for translation. Wolfart, on the other hand, 
furnishes her with a regular supply of magnetised wool, plants, bottles, 
&c.; and also communicates with her in the distance, after the manner 
of Nadler and Wienholt; and by these means was always able soon to 
harmonize her system, however violently disturbed. On the 29th of 
March, 1819, Monsieur de P. thus writes to Wolfart: '' On the 26th of 
this month, my wife was prematurely brought to bed of twins. She is 
as well as can be expected, and is much indebted to you for a magnetised 
bottle which you gave her two years and a half ago, which magnetised 
her after her confinement, and cured her of a terrible attack of spasmodic 
colic.'' 

Of such stories as the following we have heard abundance in Germany, 
related by members of families in which the circumstances are said to 
have occurred. One day, whilst at Berlin, Madame de P., in a som
nambulic trance, announced that a letter would shortly arrive from her 
husband. Suddenly she exclaimed "The postman is now coming down 
Frederick street." ·Dr.Ebel, one of the magnetic staff, who was with 
her, instantly walked from her couch to the window, and saw the post
man coming down the street towards the house, which was at the corner. 
Ddore he reached it, however, he turned to the left down Behren street, 
and in the same moment the somnambulist said, in a tone of vexation, 
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"Ah! he's going round the corner: he's g·one; but he'll be here directly." 
He came as she had foretold, and brought a letter from Cleve, 420 
miles distant, which Dr. C. laid sealed upon the pit of her stomach, and 
which she then perused, detailing its contents to him. On waking 
shortly afterwards, she did not know that a letter had arrived. Amongst 
her somnambulic rhapsodies we find the following words: "How limited 
are the contemplations even of the most clairvoyant! Why and where
fore? Ask me not; for, by the eternal Godhead, I dare not say it." It· 
is pretended that a mysterious change was operated in the whole charac
ter of this woman by somnambulism; that it invested her with a truly 
religious solemnity, and filled her with a spiritual peace which never 
afterwards deserted her; that, in short, "it stamped, as it were, another 
seal on her p,:>rsonality: (" Drtickte gleichsam ein andres Siegel ihrer 
Personlichkeit auf.") 

The absolute immorality of somnambulising, and the abuses to which 
the practice is liable, are never expressly denied by French writers on 
the subject, who, if they can establish what they are pleased to call a 
"fact," trouble themselves very little about its moral bearings. In 
Germany, however, it has occurred to some of the more conscientious 
friends of the science, that objections on the score of common decency 
might be made to some of its practical results, and that they have ac
cordingly undertaken to meet them. There is nothing like assuming a 
bold front in a bad cause; and we find this verified in Kluge's eulogy 
o.n magnetism, which he makes when called upon for its apology. To 
have remained on the defensive in such a weak position would have been 
fatal policy; and so he at once anticipates all attacks and objections, by 
gravely assuring us that, if a woman was not virtuous before, she will 
become so when somnambulised. He divides the magnetic state into six 
stages, in which, the more advanced the patient is, the more moral does 
she grow. In the sixth stage, says he, the patient is capable of no im
purity; and, were he even a degraded being, he :ittains here to a sense 
of virtue. (" Im sechsten Grade ist mann keiner Unlauterkeit fahig, und 
selbst der schon Gesunkene erlangt in ihm zum Tugendgeftihl." p. 238.) 
These interesting assertions are duly confirmed by experiments. A pa
tient, whom her magnetiser once attempted to kiss whilst in a trance, 
went, we are informed, into convulsions, and soon afterwards died. 
Another, we are told, would not allow her physician to kiss her hand 
when asleep, though she would when awake. It would seem that all 
Kluge's female patients agreed to be virtuous for 110 other reason than 
that of preserving intact the reputation of the science, of which they were 
evidently much more chary than of their own. This author gives an 
account of a woman who, from the mere consciousness that a man was 
regarding her with lustful eyes, was afflicted with the most painful symp
toms, which were only relieved by his departure. Though these patients 
were morally impregnable, their bodies were liable to be invaded by all 
the morbid symptoms of any person with whom they were placed in con
tact: two afflicted with different complaints have been known to change 
them for a time, and then each to return her own to the other! They 
had an innocent predilection,• it is true, for their own somnambuliser, 

• "Eine unschuldige Zuneigung." 
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and for all that was his; they were exquisitely sensible to all his vari
ations of temper and C'Onduct; but they would not tolerate even the 
slightest liberty.• 

The conclusions to which any unbiassed person would C'Ome respect
ing animal magnetism, taking all the details of its professors as authen
tic, are that, though furnishing means for every kind of immorality, it 
still promotes every virtue; that it performs all imaginable miracles, and 
cures all existing diseases, and at the same time creates a few more. 

There are two classes of marvellous phenomena presented by somnam
bulism, one of which has reference to this world only, and the other to 
both this and the next. We shall treat of the former first. It is not the 
object of this article to undertake a formal criticism of these phenomena: 
we prefer writing the history of magnetism, and relying for our informa
tion on the unexceptionable autl1ority of its ardent advocates, to appeal
ing to its constituted adversaries and rancorous foes. The Reports of the 
French Commissions have already been often placed before the English 
public. With respect, however, to the value of the evidence on wh .. 
the reality of such an accomplishment as that of seeing with the eyes 
bandaged is based, we will just observe, that arguments drawn from the 
respectability of the persons who attest it we C'annot admit; inasmueh as 
we shall find that persons just as respectable have formally attested the 
greatest absurdities that were ever published. It is one of the peculiari
ties of animal magnetism that its grossest outrages on common sense will 
be found to be those of its facts which are best authenticated. We may 
observe that Bertrand, who somnambulised for years, admits that he 
never witnessed a fact which convinced him of the existence of this phe
nomenon. Finally, we would advert to the evidence furnished by the 
examination of M. Berna's somnambulist by Bouillaud, Roux, &c. in 
1837.t Here we find a girl who has reason to suppose that a plain card, 
which was held up to her when her eyes were bandaged, was a playing 
card, stating that it was the knave of clubs. We hold this failure to be 
much more conclusive and instructive than any of the attested facts on 
which magnetism is built: if she had merely expressed her inability to state 
what the card was, we grant that then the experiment would be about as 
valueless as most of the positive evidence in favour of magnetism; but, 
as it was, she at once betrayed her own character, that of her magnetiser, 
and the nature of the whole business: either she had an impression that 
the card was the knave of clubs, and so was deceived herself, or she 
merely sought to deceive others, and was, in that case, a deliberate 
impostor. 

Kluge states that such is the sympathy between the magnetiser and his 
somnambulist, that he has known the latter to vomit and be purged in 
consequence of medicine which the former had taken. He once put his 
watch to the ear of one of his somnambulists, and she could not hear it 
tick; but she heard it in her left ear as soon as he put it to his right. 
WheneYt:r he put pepper on his tongue or drank wine, she tasted these 
things distinctly on her palate. Indeed, he warrants the conclusion that 
his somnambulists were extensions of his own being, appendages to his 

• Yet the man who asserts this adds, "Auch Gemiitbsaffekte des Magnetiseure 
kiinnen wiibrP.nd der magnetische Bebandlung auf die Kranke iibergeben-;'' (p. !02.) 

t s~e Lee on Auirual Mttgnetism, &c. p. 37. 
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own body, which, though he did not feel them, were as sensible to his 
pains and pleasures as his other limbs; but which, of course, had he 
attempted to use them in a way they did not like, would have been in
stantly independent of him and inimical to him; though, had not the 
contrary been so positively asserted, we should have thought that passion 
would have been as communicable under such sympathetic circumstances, 
and after such a thorough blending of the physical nature, as the taste of 
wine. This writer treated a patient who had a tolerably exact know
ledge (" eine ziemlich genaue Keuntniss") of the illness of her brother, 
who was at the distance from her of six hundred miles. This, however, 
does not equal an exploit of one of Wolfarfs patients, who, on the 3d 
of August, 1811, at two o'clock in the afternoon, plainly saw her bro
ther, who was staying on account of his health with a clergyman in the 
countrv, at the distance of some hundreds of miles. He was in a small 
field before the house at the time, walking in the SU1l with the clergy
man; aud they were both employed in looking for particular plants. She 
describes the dress of the latter, remarking th>1t his coat was grey, and 
that he had on a very singularly shaped hat. Now, this 3d of August 
was an extremely hot day; and Wolfart was inclined to doubt the reality 
of the facts, from 1the circumstance that the botanists did not confine 
themselves to the shade. A letter was accordingly dispatched on the 
subject to the clergyman, who, in his answer, gave a full and particular 
account of the manner in which he and the brother of the somnambulist 
had been employed on the day in question, in the field before his house, 
in searching for the seed of the better sort of grasses, in order to improve 
his pasture; that, in order to pluck this seed just at the moment of 
maturity, they had been obliged to expose themselves to the heat of the 
sun at two o'clock in the day; that he had on a grey coat and a broad
brimmed hat, of which the brims slouched down, which he genenlly 
wore in rainy weather, but which he put on, on this occasion, to protect 
his face from the scorching heat. Whenever W olfart directed the atten
tion of this patient to her internal organs, she could see and describe 
them perfectly: this she did on the 4th of August, 1811, in the pre
sence of Professor Grappengieser. She could hear Prof. Grappengieser 
whisper, but only when he was in contact with her professor. In the 
following month this woman saved Wolfart much anxiety and considera
ble expense in postage: his mother, who was many miles from Berlin, 
had a dangerous illness, and she described it to him day by day. She 
had never seen his mother, nor been where the latter resided; still she 
described her form, features, and whole appearance perfectly; and also 
the place she lived in. On the 7th of September she said, " I see her 
sitting in bed; her breathing is easier, but she lays her hand on her sto
mach as if she felt pain there." It was afterwards found that her affec
tion had been principally one of the stomach, for which relief could only 
be procured by the application of the hand externally. On a subsequent 
day she said, "She is lying on the same bed, and is employed about 
something. It seems to me that there are several people going about the 
room, but I cannot recognize them. I think there is one sitting near 
the window. She is not so ill as she was; she appears to me to be like 
a person who does not leave her bed because she is better." When the 
old lady does manage to part with her pillow, the somnambulist an-
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nounces the circumstance, and sees her walking about the room, leaning 
on another person's arm. We could not here, without occupying the 
space of this whole article, give any idea of the complexity and confu
sion of experiments which were tried, and of results which were obtained, 
in the case of this woman, in the presence of most respectable persons, 
generally mentioned by name, but must refer the curious reader to the 
original account of it published in the Aa,cA•l'rmov, p. 1393. Let not the 
reader imagine that such stories as these are found only in German works 
on animal magnetism: we find even worse in the '' Introduction" to the 
science by the Baron de Sennevoy, who at this moment is practising 
amongst the English aristocracy. In this the author gravely relates the 
case of a lady, who "appeared to a friend of hers in a house at a dis
tance, and cured her of the toothach. She affirmed that it was her 
spiritual being, which, conducted by the soul of her mother, rendered 
this visit."* Neither time nor space exists for the somnambulist: she 
can embrace within her being the whole progress of events, and expand 
to the remotest distance. She can describe the past and divine the future. 

Dr. Mertins, a physician practising at Berlin, asked one of his som
nambulists whether magnetism had been used in the most ancient times, 
before the birth of Christ, and particularly by the Egyptians? She an
swered, after a pause, 

"Jn a wide and sandy plain, where the air is pure and salubrious, at some dis
tance from a large town, I see a temjJle, where physicians or priests are healing the 
sick. These are the Egyptians. The temple is of wood, rests on four pillars, and 
is entered by a flight of stone steps. It fronts the east. Now I enter a 
magnificent hall, on the middle of the dome of which there is a half moon and nu
merous stars. There are no windows, but rouud openings covered with green doth, 
to diminish the intensity of the light. . . . Hound along the wall are eighteen 
beds for invalids, or rather for sleepers, whom I see lying iu them. The bedsteads as 
well as the pillows are stuffed with herbs. The beds are placed two and two, their 
heads towards the centre of the hall; a little nearer which is a circle of nine po
lished, shining, hollow, iron pillars, about three inches in diameter and three feet 
high. Each pillar stands on a triang;,Jar pedestal, which is filled with herbs; but.the 
pillar itself contains quicksilver. The rillars are connected by a chain, and another 
chain intersects the circle which they form: alon~ the latter sit patients, grasping it 
with one hand, with their backs towards the pillars, and holding with the other hand 
a ball with a cross proJecting from it, three inches in diameter, hollow, and filled with 
herbs;t it looks like marble, but of what it is composed I cannot say. I see physicians 
with polished hollow iron rods, filled also with herbs, touching with them the parts 
affected of the patients. Two priests walk towards each other from the end of the 
chain, performing the treatment; and all the physicians keep touching the chain with 
balls like those of the patients, and shaking it. All the persons whom I see are 
clothed in white garments, and the priests wear a girdle around the body, which is 
buckled with a half moon in front, and on which are the figures of nine stars. The 
treatment of the patients is a religious rite, is only performed in the evening, and is 
best undertaken by moonlight. On the eastern side of the dome is a large opening, 
through which the moon pours her light into the interior of the building. There is 
another opening, which the priests make use of for watching the motions of the stars; 
for 111s necessary to the perfection of their medical practice that they should be good 
astronomers and astrologers. They all live in celibacy, and choose the eldest amongst 
them for their chief or king, whose brow is encircled by a crown, and who sways in 
his hand the ball and staff, (from which, probably, the form of the modem regal 

• Dupotet, p. 248. 
t An engraving of both tbe temple and the ball are given in the original. 
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sceptre is derived.) This temple lies near a large town, past which flows 
a river whose waters are of a reddish hue. At the present day," she added, •• per
haps not a trace of this temple or city remains." 

This somnambulist declared that, in the Vatican, there were many 
works on the ancient history and practice of magnetism; and one laro-e 
book in particular, which she saw, and which a pious sage had tran°s
latcd from the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians into Greek.• Dr. Mertins 
hints to the Prussian government, that the magnetic establishment 
above described seemed to the somnambulist proper to be imitated on a 
large scale, wherever the state defrayed the expenses of such institutions. 

Wolfart remarks, that the whole article of Mertins is valuable, and not 
the less so because we lack historical proofs of the accuracy of this vi
sionary description, and as to whether also the Egyptians were acquainted 
with quicksilver. For church-service ( Tempel--dienst), says he, the 
somnambulist has here presented us with a great magnetic formula, 
which is surprisingly correct in its "polaric relations," which must be 
regarded as of incalculable efficacy, and of which the construction 
would do honour to the most sagacious and experienced magnetic prac
titioner. It furnishes a model, he continues, for all magnetic establish
ments on a large scale.t Not only does the magnetist claim as his the 
method of instruction, but he points to his somnambulist as an infallible 
source of all knowledge, historical and psychological, physiological and 
therapeutical, and even religious. Reason is superannuated; all re
search but folly; and every science but the one a contemptible and 
paltry delusion. 

We now, with mingled feelings of wonder, melancholy, and disgust, 
approach the last chapter of the history of this grand modem instance of 
Credulity and Delusion. 

The" Prophetess of Prevorst" first claims our attention, of whom her 
physician, Justinus Kerner, has published two volumes of more than 300 
pages each, full of mystic details of her character and performances; all 
approved by such men as Schubert, Eschenmeyer, and Gorres, who were 
and still are professors at German universities. 

"Long before she was brought to me," says Kerner, "the whole earth, with its 
atmosphere, and all that was in and on it, mankind not excluded, existed for her no 
longer. She required more than one maguetiser,-more than the love, the zeal, the 
judgment which any one man possesses; she required what no mortal can be
stow, another heaven, another air, aud other nourishment than this world affords. She 
belonged to. a world of spirits; she was half spirit herself; she belonged to the region 
beyond death, in which she already half existed. . . . . During the first years 
which she spent in the state which was not of this world, she might possibly have 
been withdrawn from it; but that was afterwards impossible. . . . . Still her 
residence here, at Weiusberg, (in Kerner's house, where she died,) was the most joy-

• The moon, this patient and her physician both state, had a particular influence upon 
her. "For seven years she was afllicted to madness by a nervous beadach, of which she 
was at last cured by four months' magnetic treatment. When she experienced its 
attacks sbe went, at first driven by some instinctive compulsion, and afterwards volnn
tarily, to a mountain ne~r her residence, on which she seated herself, and allowed the 
moon to shine upon her, She never did this without finding that it relieved her paina 
in the head." 

t The article of Dr. Mertins' is the sixth in the first number of the second volumQ of 
Wolfart'• Annals. 
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ful part of her ~piritual life, and remains its brightest period, though many have 
sc,n~ht to sully it with their poisonous spittle and mk. Her body clothed her spirit 
like a thin veil. She was small, of oriental features, and had the piercing eye of a 
prophet, the eflect of whose glance was increased by her long and dark eyebrows and 
eyela.•hes. She was a flower of light, living on sunbeams."• 

Esr.henmeyer said of her, "Without apparent derangement of the 
vital functions, her life seemed to be only the glimmer of an expiring 
light. She was, as Kcrn<>r has admirably expressed it, a being who was 
continually dying, and whose life would have long since flown, had it 
not been 'retained by magnetic power. Her spirit seemed to be often 
separated from her soul, and the former frequently to dwell in other re
gions, whilst the latter was still bound to her body." (p. 60.) She said 
that she drew from the air" a particular nourishment, a living and vivi
fying principle." "Doubtless," adds Kerner, "the air wh:ch is allied 
to the sunbeams is the bearer of a stream of life from on high. She 
maintained, also, that there was a matter in the air, of which spirits 
availed themselves to render themselves visible and audible, which was 
prejudicial to her, but which was more observable on a fine than on a 
cloudy day." (p. 10 I.) "The spirit of all things, of which we in our ordi
nary condition have no perception, was perceptible to her, and opcrat>!d 
upon her; more particularly the spirit of metals, herbs, men, and animals. 
All imponderable matters, even the different colours of the rays of light, 
produced upon her particular effects. To her the electrical fluid was visi
ble and palpable." (p. 54.) •• She perceived a weight distinct from all 
matter; site recognized a moral weight.'' (p. 79.) All kinds of substances, 
animal, mineral, vegetable, and fossil, were placed in contact with her, 
and the feeling-s which they produced duly recorded. Tl1e details of 
these experiments occupy thirty pages; they were repeated carefully, 
and varied in numerous ways. Whatever was given her to hold she 
took in her left hand, which she maintained was much more sensible 
than her right. Pressing it with her palm, she then directed her atten
tion "to her left arm and side, then to the stomach, and thence gene
rail y to the lungs, brain, heart, &c., in order to discover what effect it 
produced. The smell of flint was agreeable to her. She tasted none of 
the stones, and still knew that fluor-spar was acid, and that muriate of 
barytes had a rough taste. Salt laid on her hand caused a flow of 
saliva; and copper, nausea and colic. Rock-crystal, placed on the pit 
of her stomach, produced rigidity of the whole body. 'Witherit' made 
her laugh, and fluor-spar always somnambulised her; though such dif
ferent specimens of these fossils were used, that only a mineralogist 
could distinguish them as stones of the same species." (p. 74.) Grapes, 
of the thousand different sorts which are cultivated on the banks of the 
German rivers, were put into her hand, and all with different results. 
The feelings which they all excited in her corresponded exactly to the 
effects which followed the wines made from them: this is duly attested by 
Mr. Goritz, a gourmet, of Stuttgard. (p. 81.) 

"The bone of an elk threw her into a sort of epileptic fit; the horn of a chamois 
cured her of spasms. Th~ nipple of a mare produced a remarkable effect upon her 
brain: had she epilepsy, she said, it would be of great service to her. It figured 

• Die Sehe1in von Prevorat, p. 59. 
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frequently in the prescriptions she ordered for herself. Powdered, for instance, she 
had it rubbed into her spine, as a remedy for its weakness; she also used it to smell 
of when she was faint. It might be introduced into the materia medica. This ani
mal substance seems to contain a quantity of ammonia, and has a very peculiar 
odour; in some trifling degree similar to that of castor. I only find it mentioned in 
Paracelsus, who used it in an ointment for the plague." . . . "The tooth of a 
mammoth caused her a feeling of sluggishness, which was probably a consequence of 
the slothfulness and dulness natural to that animal. . . . A spider's web, rolled 
into a ball, produced a prickly feeling in the hands, and a restlessness in the whole 
Lody: might it not be of benefit in delirium tremens? Glow-worms threw her into a 
magnetic sleep." (p. 89 et seq.) 

" Whilst the prophetess was at Weinsberg, the sun had only the following effect upon 
her: When she lay towards the accident, she menstruated continually; when towards 
the south, regularly. When she was not regular, she had only to tum towards the 
west. Once in sleep she described the cause of all this, but it was not recorded. 
The red ray of light rendered by degrees her whole body cataleptically rigid ; but she 
recovered by the contact of barytes. A violet ray somnambulised her; which is re
markable, since it makes iron magnetic, and is said to promote the growth of plants. 
. . . The moon seemed to have no influence on her, unless she gazed on it: then 
it called forth feelings of sadness, coldness, and shivering. Looking at it caused her 
also to menstruate, but only, she maintained, through the sun, and only as long as 
she looked at it. She said, 'If the moon acted upon me like the ~un, I should be far 
worse tl,an 1 am.• ( p. 98.) . . . " Music somnambulised her: in order to make 
her cheerful, she was accustomed to request me to magnetise the water she drank by 
playing the jew's harp. She used to say in sleep, ' Set the water in my glass in 
motion by seven strokes of that steel music.' If she drank water thus magnetised, 
without even knowing that it had been so, she was generally constrained involuntarily 
to sing. . . . The sonorous vibrations of a glass after it has been struck, she 
Stemed to hear much longer than other people.• . . . . The eye of many men 
somnambulised her. She frequently said, that there lies in the depths of the human 
eye a spiritual spark, which she would call the mirror of the soul; and through this 
the image of the external object, which falls on the retina upside down, is again turned 
round,'' &c. (p. 102 et seq.) 

If she laid a rnagnt:tised rod on her right eye, and then gazed on any 
object, she saw it magnified. On looking thus at the moon, she said, 
that, on its left side, its inhabitants were much employed in building, 
and were more happy than those of the right side. She drew from the 
eyes and lips, and the fingers of other and stronger persons, sometimes 
without their feeling it, a pabulum vita), Numbers of patients were sent 
to her by the most skilful physicians, who had tried their skill on them in 
vain; and she performed the most astonishing cures. On the 5th of 
September, 1837, Kerner put in her hand a piece of ribbon, on which 
was written the name of a woman who was ill, but the nature of whose 
illness was unknown bc,th to her and to him: the ribbon had bet:n worn 
by the invalid, and its contact produced in the prophetess the malady of 
the latter,-'' violent sickness, pain in the bone of the left foot, oppres
sion of the chest, and a peculiar irritation of the uvula.'' (p. 167.) 

She had a particular language and system of numbers and calculation, 
of which long descriptions, explanations, diagrams, and engravings are 
given. These had a particular reference to different phases of her being, 
which she called her solar and vital circles, of which long interpretations 
are published by the celebrated Gorres, professor at the university of 

• On magnetism by sound; Kerner quoti·s :\Jesmer, and the example of the prophet 
Elitha, {2 Kings, iii. 15.) 
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Munich, one of the most remarkable men in Germany, both as a politi
cal and religious character, and as a man of action. The phrase bian
achli, which she only knew how to pronounce in her vital circle, and 
which she translated with great repugnance on her solar circle, means in 
Hebrew "I am in sighs." The following phrases we give as examples of 
her language: Optini poga, go to sleep; o miriio pachadastin, I am_ 
asleep; mi lo arato, I rest; posi anin cotta, the ring is full. 

The Prophetess of Prcvorst saved her brother's life, by warning him 
that a man was about to attempt it. She said, "He who is planning my 
brother's murder is a person of twenty-six years of age, and he does not 
live in the same village as my brother. I sec only a few houses in the 
place where he is;-you turn to the left to go to them. There he is in 
a house two stories high. But it is now enough; aud I thank thee, my 
God, that I know that my brother is saved." Then she prayed in a low 
voice. 

Spirits in vast numbers visited her; but she did not seek their ac
quaintance; they forced themselves upon her. 

"I often see," she said, "many with whom I do not come into contact; then, 
again, others who come to me, with whom I speak, and who often spend months in 
my company.• l see them even when I am awake, and they often wake me out of 
my sleep. I hear and see other things at the same time; but I cannot tum my eyes 
from them, for l am, as it were, in magnetic rupport with them. They look like thin 
clouds; but are not transparent, though they at tirst seem so; still I never saw one 
which cast a shadow. Their form is like that which they had during life, only colour
less and grey; their clothing is also similar to that which they wore when alive, bnt 
it is also colourless, as if made of cloud. The brighter and better spirits, however, 
have on a long garment, hanging in folds, with a girdle round the waist. The ex
pression of their features is generally solemn and sad. Their eyes are bright, hke a 
fire. None of them, that I ever saw, had hair on the head. They make noises, par
ticularly to excite the attention of those who have not the gift of seemg them: these 
noises consist of sounds in the air, sometimes sudden and sharp, and producing a 
shock; sometimes musical; at others resembling the rustling of paper, the falling of 
sand, the rolling of a ball, &c. They can carry heavy substances, overturn tabics, 
knock plates together in the rack, &c. The better spirits are brighter than the bad 
ones, and their voice is not so strong. Many, particularly the darker ones, when I 
uttered words of religious consolation, sucked tht!m, as it were, in, and I saw 
them become brighter and lighter in cousequence; but l was rendered weaker. Most 
of the spirit~ who come to me are in the lowest regions of the spiritual world, which 
are situated in our atmosphere: they wert! the grovelliug ones of this world, or such 
as did not die in the Christian faith, or else such as in expiring clung to some earthly 
thought, which now weighs them down. In these inferior regions the spirits are still 
exposed to the temptations of the devil. I once asked a spirit whether children grew 
after death. The answer was ' Yes; the soul gradually expands its vest, until it is as 
large as it would have become on earth.' I cannot effect the salvation of these spi
rits; I am only their mediator; I pray ardently with them, and so lead them by degrees 
to the great Saviour of the world; but it costs an infinity of trouble before such a soul 
turns again to the Lord." (vol. ii. p. 10 et seq.) 

Herr von Meyer, the author of" Pages from Prevorst" and "Pages 
for higher Truth," says, in the latter work, alluding to these spirits, 
"The soul (of the dead) is often far from being spiritual. On the con-

• We may here premise, what will shortly fully appear, that there are a host of wit
ne81les living, ready to attest the "facts" mentioned in this work; a host of persona 
ready to swear that they, too, 6aw or heard the ghosts. .. 
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trary, it is frequently poor in spirit, foolish, full of errors as to the means 
of bettering its condition; and, in its deeds and desires, is often as ab
surd and laughable as any madman." Eschenmeyer says, "The heavenly 
spirits doubtless are ideally beautiful; truth there assu es her snow
white robe, and virtue receives her crown; but with ghostt of earth, how 
different !-blear-eyed lust may stare through their hollow mask, vice 
becomes a monster, and crime shrouds itself in the black steam of hell. 
The wedding-garment of heaven is only sent to those who have been 
bidden to the marriage of the Lamb; and the night-dress of earth is left 
the sinful, who must stand without, and to whom the Lord says "I kuow 
you not." 

On the 31st of December, 1825, whilst the prophetess was singing a 
psalm in the house of her father at Oberstenfelct,• a noise was suddenly 
heard, as if something heavy had fallen to the ground. Nothing was 
seen; but, when she went to bed, her lamp was observed and heard to 
flicker about, and all at once the cloudy form of an old knight stood 
before her. In her alarm, she called to the maid-servant, who was near 
her, to come and sleep in her bed: the latter attempted to bring with her 
some of her bedclothes, but these were taken from her and kept back by 
an invisible hand. The ghost then disappeared. The next night, as the 
clock struck twelve, when her brother was in her room, it again appeared, 
shook her bedstead, and said to her, "If thou wilt not go with me, I will 
throw thee out of the window." She answered," In the name of Jesus, 
do it." He vanished, reappeared, and exclaimed, "I'll throw thee into 
the deep cellar." She answered, "In the name of Jesus, do it." He 
then vanished again; but returned again in a few minutes, and threat
ened to stab her. But she said, ••That thou hast no power to do." He 
now once more melted away, and did not repeat his visit for three nights. 
When he again appeared, he said to her, "Thou must go with me, for I 
have hidden an inkstand. Under the sandbox is some writing and a few 
coins. This stand I must give thee-then I shall have rest." She said, 
"I cannot go with thee: this inkstand cannot render thee happy." In 
subsequent conversations she directed him to the word of God, and re
minded him that there is only one Saviour, taught him to pray, and 
prayed for hours with him, kneeling by her side. He confessed to her 
that he had murdered his brother, and that he was a member of the 
Weiler family of Lichtenberg. On the seventh night thi!I apparition told 
her that the h,,ur of his liberation was near, and thanked her for having 
brought him to bis Saviour. His whole figure was now much more 
friendly and bright. On a sudden appeared seven of his children, all 
white, shining, and joyful: they were grown up; they formed a circle 
round him, and sang in exquisite melody. The knight and the prophetess 
joined them, and the latter fell into a sleep, in which she continued 
singing for some time: when she awoke, she found the knight still by her 
side, who wanted to mark her hand in remembrance of him, and who 
would not quit her until the ghost of her grandmother stepped between 
them, and drove him off. (vol. ii. p. 80.) 

Shortly afterwards the ghost of another murderer appeared to her: 

• It waa not till afterwards that she left her husband, a Mr. Hauffe, by whom she 
bad children, to live with Kerner-and bis wife. -
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this was a short, dark, wrinkled figure, who wore a cowl. He told her 
to treat him like a child, and instruct him in the rudiments of religion. 
He haunted the house, and amused himself by perplexing its inhabitants 
in every possible way, so that her father determined to leave it. All kinds 
of noises were heard, and in every direction; and, if a,1y person ran to 
see what was the matter, they instantly broke out in other places. 
Sometimes the prophetess ran away from the spirit, and one day, in 
trying to escape him, she tumbled over the threshold. He sought to lift 
her up, but could not. Then she felt on her right arm a hand, and saw 
a white figure, which raised her from the ground. 

She took a walk in the middle of the day once, with her parents, her 
hrother, and a female friend, to Bottwar. As they were returning, and 
had reached the garden of the abbey at Oberstenfeld, the clock struck 
seven, and the ghost ( who always chose this hour to appear at) instantly 
stood before her. She was compelled to run with it at an incredible rate, 
and her friends heard it as it dragged her along·, flapping in the air and 
against the walls of the houses. She went with it into a deserted kitchen, 
and they there prayed together. One evening she walked to Gronau; and, 
as she was not back by seven, the ghost came to fetch her. She now 
flew rather than ran with it home; her feet did not touch the ground; it 
was impossible for any person to follow her. The ghost swept on before 
her, and now and then relaxed his pace, and breathed out the words 
"Pray for me! pray for me!" They went again to the kitchen, where 
he folded his hands, knelt, and prayed with her calmly. Every time, 
after praying, the spirit uttered some short sentence, of which, says 
Kerner, few unluckily have been preserved; they are as follows: "Now 
a sun rises within me!" or" Now the sun shines within me." 

It is impossible to describe the solemnity and devout conviction with 
which the author of, and the contributors to, the work before us speak 
of such scenes as the foregoing. Its motto is, "I thank thee, Father of 
heaven and earth! that thou hast hidden those things from the wise and 
prudent, and revealed them unto babes." After relating one of the 
miraculous performances of the prophetess, Kerner exclaims, " Recog
nize here, 0 thoughtful reader, the power of spiritual sympathy, prayer, 
and childlike faith!'' On this exclamation Eschenmeyer observes, 
"Ah! my friend, they will recognize it not; they have not even a distant 
idea of what spiritual sympathy is; they cannot feel what prayer or 
what childlike faith consists in." (vol. i. p. 179.) Kerner declares that he 
visited this patient at least three thousand times, and that she cannot 
have deceived him; (vol. ii. p. 34:) as to the assertion that she was 
cracked, he allows that she was" as cracked as Plato was." (vol. ii. p. 38.) 
Indeed, all her biographers and commentators are evidently deeply im
pressed with the belief that they are dealing with irrefragable and awful 
truths. They betray no personal feelings; their whole nature is subdued 
to the grandeur of the cause, whose furtheranc~, as they imagine, has 
been imposed upon them from on high. They are as much the slaves of 
the somnambulist as she is theirs. Kerner's anger is never roused except 
when she is attacked: of his own reputation he does not appear to have 
the slightest care. We know nothing that they can possibly gain by 
their labours; for they claim no merit to themselves, and their pursuits 
are certainly most unprofitable in every sense: they confess that they are 
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often in helpless ignorance until enlightened by their somnambulist. Of 
the sincerity of all of them no doubt has ever been expressed in 
Germany; of their learning and standing in society we need not again 
remind our readers, though we may remark, in addition, that two of 
them, at any rate, Schubert and Gorres, have a European reputation 
from their scientific and literary labours. The work itself is written with 
a mystic fervour perfectly in accordance with the subject; it is very ill 
arranged, and interlarded with quotations from old chronicles, from 
Jacob Behmen, Paracelsus, Herr von Meyer's "Hades, or a Theo1·y o( 
the Science of Ghosts," the Philadelphia Journal of the Medical and 
Physical Sciences, the Times newspaper, and a thousand other sources; 
but the style is generally good, where not too mystical. The first volnme 
is principally occupied with an account of the magnetic condition of the 
somnambulist; the second with a detailed history of her ghostly expe
rience. It is often, particularly in the psychico-theological parts, ut
terly unintelligible to any reader. In some parts which we have not 
touched upon, we find accounts of contempo'.·ary wizards, of amulets, 
sympathetic powders, charms, conjurations: indeed, the work may be 
entitled "An Essay towards the Restoration of Witchcraft; with an ac
count of it as a Science, and Directions for practising it as an Art.'' It 
appears that the only alteration which this ancient profession undergoes 
at the hands of its revivers is that, instead of being heretical, it is now a 
most thoroughly Christian practice. From the bright effect produced by 
the prophetess on the dark spirits, we find that it has also changed from a 
black into a white art. That the former, however, in spite of her piety, 
would have been burnt alive in the middle ages, there cannot be the 
slightest doubt; for Kerner is at pains to assure us that she was so light 
that she could not, by any means short of a millstone, be kept under 
water. 

The consummation of animal magnetism is, then, that the most illus
trious somnambulist that ever lived was a witch, who departed this life 
on the 5th of August., 1829, and who now lies buried at Lowenstein, in 
the king·dom of Wiirtemberg. There is nothing more instructive in the 
history of the prophetes11 than the fact that, no sooner was it rumoured 
that she was haunted, than ghosts began to appear throughout all the 
kingdom of Wurtemberg. 

The history of her life at Weinsberg is nothing but a continuation of 
ghost-scenes. She brought her whole stock of spirits with her, and kept 
most of them by her until her decease. The business she transacted 
with each is described under the head of•• F ACTs:" we have "First Fact 
at Weinsb~rg," a section twenty-six pages long; "Second Fact," nine 
pages; "Fourth," sixty pages, and so on. We can give no idea of the 
scrupulous minuteness, multiplicity, and extravagance of the details: 
generally, a considerable number of other persons are in some way 
mixed up with the "facts.'' The parson of the parish was waited on 
by the sprites who came to settle at W einsberg with her; and he has 
duly atteskd this, after giving manifold details in a formal declaration, 
signed ••Weinsberg, June 5th, 1827. C. W. Hermann, clergyman.'' 
(vol. ii. p. 190.) This reverend gentleman put questions to some of the 
visitants of the prophetess, as to what religion they were of; as to whe
ther they knew the mother of our Lord; as to whether the Virgin M!lry 
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stood in a more intimate relation to her exalted Son than any other 
happy Spirit, &c.? One of the answers he obtained was, " I know the 
mother of our Lord somewhat better than thou dost.'' (vol. ii. p. 190.) 
The "Fifth Fact" relates to an eccentric ghost, who came dresl in a 
Tyrolese hat and spurs, and who one day, in the presence of Kerner and 
her sister, pulled off her boots, and carried them to the window; the next 
night he called again, bringing an ugly old feu1ale spirit with him; and, 
as soon as they entered the room, they put out the light. (vol. ii. p. 213.) 
" I clearly understand," says Kerner, "that ghosts are not. seen by the 
eye, but by magnetic waking of the inner man.'' The "Eleventh Fact" 
is a declaration signed W. F. Pfleiderer, Heilbronn, October 20th, 1828; 
and is an account of how, when he visited the prophetess, he was hugged 
by the ghost of his schoolmaster, who happened to be staying with her at 
the time. (vol. ii. p. 264.) Of one, at any rate, of her ghostly visiters 
a lithograph has been published: this was a woman in an ancient cos
tume, with a human heart in her hand: she herself made a drawing of 
her. (p. 275.) In February, 1829, the prophetess was consulted by "a 
robust, florid, lively woman," Mrs. Hedinger, whose husband was land
lord of the Eagle at Grossgartach, near Heilbronn, and who was troubled 
by the importunities of a ghost without a head. Kerner reflected much 
as to who this individual, whose postures and proceedings were some
times very indecorous, could possibly be, but did not succeed in settliug 
the point to his satisfaction. The prophetess was true to magnetism to 
the last, aud even longer; for, after she had been dead for some time, 
and her cheeks had become cold and stiff, her motlier made three mag
netic passes over her face, and she again opened her eyes and moved her 
lips. 

The work terminates with some poetry by Kerner to her memory. 
The last page but one contains the results of a post-mortem examination 
of her body by Dr. Off, of Lowenstein, who never saw a more" beautifully 
formed" brain than hers, nor a healthier one. Preceding the details of 
her death is a letter from a clergyman, seventy years old, Mr. Seeger, of 
Altburg, congratulating Kerner on the new evidence of the immortality 
of the soul, and of the power of Christianity, which the prophetess has 
afforded. " I stand," he says, "on the threshold of eternity, and 
welcome every means of confirming my faith and hope.'' 

We find in Wolfart's Annals (vol. v. part i. p. 74,) an account of a 
woman whose performances eclipse those of even the prophetess. 

"Her somnambulic sleep commenced with the apparition of an evil spirit; then a 
good one overshadowed her, with whom she appeared to converse, and who took her 
with him thror,gh the sun and moon into the mansions of eternity. Then he appeared 
to her at an immense distance. Her physician, and those who s."\w her dnring her 
converse with this spirit, describe her features as being like those of one transfigured, 
whom no pencil could draw." 

" Die Fingerzeige Gottes," one of the works quoted at the head of this 
article, was published, in 1838, by Brockhaus of Leipsic: it is the 
work of a la<ly, Madame de S., who, whilst under treatment by a phy
sician, somnambulised her maid-servant, and by means of the latter 
conversed with the Almighty. The book consiits exclusively of their 
dialogues, which are set down in the most ordinary phraseology, are on 
the most trifling and absurd topics, and are held, indeed, in every re-
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spect, in the most familiar and every-day tone. The following are spe
cimens: 

"Qufition of Madame de S. Shall I soon be ripe enough for immediate clair
voyance? 

"Answer qf the girl. He says, 'Not directly. Thou shouldst not write and think 
so mucl1. Thou shouldst eat more nourishing food and plenty of raw eggs.'" (p. 22.) 

"Quest. Tell him how I have enjoyed to-day, out of my window, the beauties of 
his works. 

"Ans. Nature is everywhere beautiful.'' (p. 30.) 
"Mad. de S. I cannot conceive, Lina, (the girl's name,) how it is that the Creator, 

Preserver, and Ruler, our dear }'ather, is not everywhere felt and adored. 
" Lina. He says, in his goodness, 'I thank thee for that.' • 
" Mad. de S. Oh, God I Lina, tell him quickly that his love for me is all the gra• 

titude I require.'' (p. 48.) 
" .Mad. de S. Is there a devil? 
"Lina. There is no devil and no hell." (p. 49.) 
" J'\Jad. de S. I am afraid I spea:,, without thin king of it, too familiarly to him, as 

if I were talking to my mother. 
"Lina. 'Am I not also thy Father?' 
"Mad. de S. Tell him not to thiuk too highly of me; not to make me too con-

fident. 
"Liua. He says, 'I will not ler.d thee astray.'" (p. 51.) 
"iVad. de S. Could we illuminate our room every evening? 
" Lina. • l\Iy child may amuse herself in this way whenever she pleases.' 
"Mad. de S. Yes; hut thy child is not rich enough to do it. 
" Lina. ' Child l chil<I I Thou sayt'st that thou art not rich, and thou hast, whilst 

still on earth, half won the kingdom of heaven.''' (p. 117.) 
" 1klad. de S. Art thou sure it is not an angel who speaks to us? ls it the Father? 
" Lina. He says, he is sure it is he himself." (p. 128.) 

We have left ourselves little room to treat of the cures performed by 
animal magnetism. The most universal medicines do not pretend to be 
of avail in bringing man into the world, or restoring him to it when 
dead; they do not boast of being especially efficacious in arresting the 
progress of disorganization; they are not advertised as a remedy in the 
acutest forms of enteritis, in phlegmasia dolens, in pestiferous carbuncle, 
and in hydrophobia; but all these claims are put boldly forth by animal 
magnetists. • According to this sect, all diagnosis is superfluous, pa
thology is an absurdity, and therapeutics what every man has at his 
fingers' ends. 

It is with reluctance that we turn to the English page of this strange 
eventful history. The censure which we have not wantonly bestowed 
even on remote offenders, cannot be dealt without pain on those nearer 
to ourselves, and whose estimable characters and actual services to 
science plead in extenuation of apparent error and unaccountable tem
porary delusion. 

The English boast of a reputation for practical good sense, and sound 
philosophy. As a nation, we are certainly neither apt to indulge in 
extravagant pursuits of our own creation, nor to adopt those of our 
neighbours; but still there are individuals amongst us, it would seem, 

• See Wolfart's Annals, vol. i. part i. p.138, and p. 183; and Bork's Heilungen 
<lurch Magnetismus, p. 21 and 84. 
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who can be emulators to a certain extent, of the exploits of the continental 
philosophers, whose labours we have faithfully commemorated above. 
lt might have been supposed that animal magnetism would here as
sume a more rational shape than on the continent; but the fact is, in 
even the trifling extent to which comparatively it has been enabled to 
develop itself here, it haa given promise of greater contradiction and 
absurdities than it has anywhere else presented. In no other couni..-y 
has it been prosecuted with a more blind empiricism, or with such ap
parent ignorance of the progress which it has 1::lsewhere made. Our 
magnetisers have began de novo, not, it would appear, because they 
doubted the truth of the results which others had arrived at in the 
science, but because they never took the trouble to enquire into the 
nature of these results. The history of their favorite science they only 
seem to have studied in the Reports of French commissions, and in a few 
other similar, unsatisfactory documents: of the hundred authors who 
have written in German on the subject, not one appears to have been 
studied by their English brethren. 

The most noted magnetisers, during the last two years in London, 
have been Dr. Elliotson, Mr. Mayo, Dr. Macreight, Dr. Sigmond, and 
M. Dupotet. Dr. Elliotson seems to have entertained no theory of the 
art, but to have confined himself simply to the research of facts; and 
the nature of those which he has encouutered, has been such as to lead 
him to adopt views partaking, more or less, of the character of all the 
continental schools. His system, as far as we can learn from some of 
the conclusions to which he has arrived, will prove to be eclectic: he 
combines the doctrines of .Mesmer with those of the somnambulisers. 
Though himself a somnambuliser, he allows "that it is not necessary 
that a sensible effect should be produced in cases in which nervous 
diseases are successfully treated by the process of magnetism.""' fn 
this respect he approaches the schot>l of Ziermann and Andresse, but 
his patients, the O'Keys present phenomena, which can only be classed 
with those observed in the case of the Prophetess of Prevorst. One of 
them was asked, while in somnambulism, "whether she could lift eighty
four pounds." She replied, that "the negro,"-a spirit, which she 
says constantly attends her, and whom she consults on various occa
sions, told her, "she could lift eighty, but it would hurt her ribs."t 
Though, amongst the facts ascertained by Dr. Elliotson, there are many 
from which every German theorist mig!it draw proofs of the truth of 
his particular doctrine; though some confirm tl.e views of Kluge, and 
some those of Kerner; there are others that tend to refute every theory 
which has ever been constructed on the subject. Such are the dangers 
of eclecticism! Such a fact as the following, demolishes at once the 
foundation of all the continental systems of magnetism. "Dr. Elliotson 
coming in frout of the patient, caused her to magnetise herself, by de
siring her to make bows to her face," with one hand. After half a 
dozen of these passes she fell asleep! Hitherto, all professors of this 
singular science, however they may have differed on minor or even 
major points, have agreed that its essential foundation is the action of 
one organism upon another. But here we have a person, at once som-

• Lancet, 1837-SS, p. 378. t Ibid. p. 38!. 
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nambuliser and sllmnambulist, magnetising herself. Thi5 discovery at 
once renders oosolete the four hundred German volumes on magnetism. 
Another fact is, not merely generally l,ut magnetically absurd; not 
merely a stumbling-block to common sense and ordinary criticism, but 
to the very principles of the magnetisers themselves. "Mr. Wood was 
led to try the effeets of magnetising the reflection of Jane O'Key in a 
looking-glass. Being told to look at herself in an unframed glass, two 
passes were made at her image, when she fell into the same condition of 
sleep as when magnetised personally. The glass being held obliquely, 
the same result followed, though her attention was drawn elsewhere."" 
This experiment was varied in several ways, and was always attender! 
with equally singular results. Jane O'Key mixed with her somnambulic 
conversation some snatches of an unknown tongue. A board was 
placed before her eyes, upon which she sang, "Sound the loud timbrel," 
and ou coming to the line, "Jehovah shall triumph," she said to the 
board, " Will you triumph, you dirty beast. I'm sure you won't, 
Misce crutis, crece croo," words which were unintelligible.t This un
known tongue evidently bears a greater resemhlance to dog-latin thau 
to those Coptic and Hebrew languages, from which the sublime Pro
phetess of Prevorst derived her somnambulic voice. But though of a 
far lower degree than the latter heroine of transcendentalism, and 
though, in her case, somnambulism did not seem, as with Kluge's im
pregnably virtuous patients, to elevate and purify the character, but 
rather the contrary, O'Key has still well earned the appellation of the 
"Prophetess of St. Pancras;" for we learn from Earl Stanhope, '' that 
Dr. El!iotson had written to him to say, that O'Key had foretold the 
occurrence of a severe rheumatic pain eighty-four hours before, and the 
disease actually came on at that time.''t 

We shall make no comments on the new doctrines which have been 
broached on the subject of magnetism in this country, and which we 
now proceed to describe in the words of their professors, leaving it to 
the reader to learn, from their internal contradictions, and from their 
incompatibility with each other, and with those of continental sages, the 
forlorn and hopeless state of this science of delusion. Dr. Macreight is 
of opinion, that "Mesmerism is not a cure for a disease, but a cure for 
particular persons, diseases of any kind occurring in whom this agent 
would cure."§ Dr. Sigmond says, '' The art seems to me to consist in 
obliging the individual again to inspire, by the nostril, the carbon he 
has already expired, whilst the currents of air caused by the exter.ded 
fingers produce some effect upon the facial nerves, thus inducing the 
eyelids to fall down.''11 Mr. Mayo is certain, that "by looking upon 
a mesmerisable body, you may so mesmerise it, that another mesmer
isable substance laid upon it sltall from it be mtJsmerised sutliciently ·o 
produce decided mesmeric effects upon patients susceptible of this 
reculiar agency."1f " I think,'' says he, "that the phenomena of pre
vision and transposition of sensation naturally lead to the supposition, 
that they result from the workings of a spiritual nature, in a certain 
independence of those bodily organs to which it is normally closely tied 

t Ibid. p. 3,0, • Lancet, 1837-38, p. 402. t Ibid. p. 287. 
§ Ibid, p. 369. II lbi<l. p. 3i:!9. f Letter in the l\Iedical G .. z~tte. 
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and bound; from the mind being in part dislocated and displaced from 
her corporeal tenement, holding on with misplaced attributes to un
accustomed points and corners of the frame." 

The patients to whom Mesmerism has in this country been principally 
indebted for the development of its most singular phenomena are two girls, 
Jane and Elizabeth O'Key, the former of whom, previous to her admis
sion to the North London Hospital, and treatment by Dr. Elliotson, was 
under the care of Dr. Theophilus Thomson, who states," that he attended 
her originally for phrenitis, which was followed by epilectic fits. Deple
tion and calomel for a time relieved her, but the fits eventually returned, 
and rcsigted the treatment employed. He found her on one occasion 
with the senses, vision included, apparently suspended; this lasted for a 
day or two. On another occasion he found her in a state of ' classical' 
delirium, in which she had an extraordinary memory of the names of 
diseases, and th,e remedies which are employed for them. All these effects 
had occurred independently of animal magnetism,"• to which state 
accordingly, to use the expression of Bertrand, she was very easily 
"faronnee." Mr. Wakley says, however, that Jane appears, on a cursory 
examination to be but a tame copy of her sister Elizabeth, ••who is a genius 
in her line." This is betrayed by her dark, piercing eye, her wonderful 
performances, and the power which she exercises over all who have come 
much in contact with her. Her improvisations at the mesmeric sittings, 
the witticisms, the sarcasms, the snatches of song, were not unfrequently 
worthy of the licensed fool of the old comedy: the audience was often 
amused, when the jokes derived their raciness neither from ribaldry, pro
fanity, nor obscenity. Her very impudence was naif. The talent which 
she possesses in greatest perfection is imitation. In the course of some 
experiments (at Mr. Wakley's house) she took occasion to descant on 
" affected young ladies," gave several examples of the character delicately 
drawn, and, having worked up the imagination of the audience, concluded 
with a characteristic interrogative,-" Now what would I do with such a 

fine young lady? Why kick her-to be sure."t He thinks, that as an 
actress, she would make the fortune of a theatrical manager; and states, 
that she formerly figured as .t prophetess and performer in the unknown 
tongue at the Rev. E. lrving's chapel. 

The exhibitions and experiments made at the North London Hospital, 
and reported in the Lancet, equal in marvellous absurdity and incredible 
credulity anything which has ever been reported of continental mag
netism. On Suuday, June 3, Elizabeth O'Key was lying dressed on her 
bed; Dr. Elliotson, Mr. Wood, Mr. H. Mayo, the Rev. Mr. J--, Mr. 
J. Thomson, and the various patients and nurses were in the ward. "At 
a quarter to five, Mr. Wood, with some difficulty, woke her by rubbing 
the eyebrows and pressing the palms: she rose up in bed, and presented 
a peculiar expression of countenance; one of fierceness and resolution. 
Her features were rigid, firmly set, and sharpened with intensity of feel
ing. She might be likened to an eagle, wounded in the wing, and brought 
to the ground, eager to tear some enemy, but imbecile from want of 
motive power. A piece of paper was thrown to her, she tore it into 
fragments with her hands and mouth. 'O'Key, O'Key,' Dr. Elliotson 
said. ' Leave me alone, you villain, do!' she exclaimed, darting to-

• Lancet, 18S7-S8, p. 379. t Ibid. p. 873. 
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wards him with the ferocity of a tiger. (Her voice was full, sepulchral~ 
and resonant, having the depth and force of a powerful adult voice,) 
'you-! get away.' .... Dr. Elliotson tried to mesmerise her. The 
process had no result. Mr. Wood,-' Where's tl1e negro, O'Key ?' 
O'Key, • You - fool, be off."' Details of this description, too filthy to sully 
our pages withal, fill no less than three columns. In triviality, repetition, 
and evident credulity of the observers, they remind us strongly of the 
cases and conversations given in Wolfart's Annals; much more so than 
we should at first be led to anticipate. 

The following scene may be taken as a fair specimen of the exhibitions 
at the North London Hospital, which were attended by numbers of the 
aristocracy, and by several individuals of scientific eminence. 

"Elizabeth O'Key was put to sleep with a single pa~s. Jane, on seeing her, 
laughed; and, hugging her, said, 'Oh! you silly thing, you shouldn't live that way.' 
Dr. Elliotson remarked, as every one was struck with her peculiar manners, 'that 
she was one of the best-hearted girls in the world.' Some gentleman sat on the 
ground to rest, 'Oh! don't sit that way,' she said, 'Your name isn't Norval, if you 
sit in that poor place.' Dr. Elliotscn, 'Look up there,' (at the crowd.) O•Key, 
'Oh! what a many white ones. 'Why, wh"rn the c.l-1 did you all come from!' 
( Great laughter.) As she spoke, a slight pass of the hand from some visitor be
hind her stupified her; and, as she stood, Mr. Wood also behind her, to the right, 
drew his hand, pointed towards her side, at a yard distance, gradually away from 
her. The process turned her round from a front position to an oblique one. He 
continued the motion with his hand, and the girl fell asleep, and dropped to the 
floor. She was awoke by blowing on hel' eyes, and on recovering her legs began to 
skip and sing,-

' I went into a tailor's shop, 
To buy a suit of clothes, 
But where the money came from, 
G-- A-- knows.' 

1 mmense laughter followed this distich, and from that she proceeded to sing
' .Malbrook sbe went to be shav~d 

And the barber he cut her white cbio,' 

when her volatility being too great for any ot:1er experiments, Dr. Elliotson said, 
' he must stupify her,' which a single pass of one finger, before her face, effected in 
a moment; the girl passing from the state of excessive merriment to that of cataleptic 
rigidity.''• 

We need not, we presume, dwell on the experiments by which Mr. 
Wakley proved that the pretended magnetic phenomena observed in the 
O'Keys were developed by these giris at will, or at any rate were not 
the result of any mesmeric influence or agent, but occurred as well with
out as with the manipulations which are supposed to communicate the 
latter. Dr. Elliotson (and here again he adopted principles novel and 
adverse to the systems of his continental brethren, holding that the 
nature of its medium essentially modifies the effects of the Mesmeric 
agent,) asserted that magnetised nickel produced remarkable and 
peculiar symptoms, and that lead produced none at all ; but on pieces 
of both these metals being successively applied to the hands of Elizabeth 
O'Key, no effects at all were produced at first, and afterwards the ex
pected phenomena made their appearance on her hand being rubbed 
with a piece of lead and a farthing. In the same way mesmerised water 

• Lancet, 1837 -38. 
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and mesmerised sovereigns produced no effect upon either of the 
sisters, though they both of them became sometimes " fixed" or " stu
pified," by the contact of an unmagnctised sovereign, or by sipping 
unmagnetised water. 

Over the other details of London magnetic experience we willingly draw 
a veil. Our object has not been to give expression to our feelings, but 
to present to the reader's consideration an historical record, which may 
be reflected upon with some benefit. Neither would we be so far influ
enced by the impostures occasionally practised under the name of mag
uetism, as wholly to deny that some of the phenomena, from time to time 
produced by all aspirers to the art, seem to result either from some prin
ciple heretofore unknown and not yet correctly designated, or from some 
modification of recognized principles in the animal economy which cannot 
yet be accurately limited or defined. The whole of man's existence is too 
mysterious, and he is surrounded by too many things utterly beyond his 
comprehension, to justify an obstinate disbelief of things hard to be un
derstood. In the constant attempts of the human intellect to penetrate 
the thick curtain that hangs all around it, doubtless some transitory 
glimpses of hidden truths are now and then accorded to quick intellects 
and peculiar organizations; and there is ever much more in heaven and 
earth "than is taught in our philosophy." The temporal guides of man, 
however, are his senses and his reason; and when he lays claim to a 
wisdom and to powers which are incapable of being made palpable to the 
one or explicable to the other, although we may not presume to say that he 
cannot possibly be right, he must expect that we make very diligent use 
of our own senses and our own reason in the investigation of his evidence; 
and industriously endeavour to untwist the double chain of truth and 
fancy, which he would fain twine round our puzzled understandings. 
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